


Oh, what a pleasure it is to be in my second year here at our 
lovely school - and what a remarkable year is upon us. It is 

such an honour for me to introduce this 45th issue of the MESsenger to 
you, for its pages are filled with the wonderful exploits of our students 
on so many different fronts, all exemplifying our school Mission – 
Leadership through Education: Caring, Challenging, Inspiring.

To step back in time, back to the future, here you will read about 
our Graduates of 2013, and their uplifting Graduation Ceremony that 
took place last June. It was truly a magical evening, and I am so 
pleased to be able to let you know that already I have heard from 
many of our Graduates and they are doing very well both here in 
Egypt and overseas.

I extend on behalf of us all a most heartfelt welcome to all our new 
teachers who bring so much to our students. I also extend a huge welcome back to all of our returning staff members who continue 
to be so engaged with our students, and to Mrs. Carole Godfrey, Key Stage Two 
Headteacher, whose experience and expertise is proving invaluable to our students 
and staff. Read, as well, about our ‘Wired teachers’, about new initiatives in Secondary 
‘HRCF’, and all about the ‘LDD’ – all supporting great teaching and learning initiatives.

On the academic front, congratulations to our MES Cairo scholars, and to all of our 
Secondary students who did, and are doing, so well in all their respective areas – 
impressive, indeed. I am so pleased, as well, to see the creation of a ‘Middle School’ 
in our Secondary American section, to read about the exploits of our Key Stage Three 
students in our Secondary British Section, and to know that reading is taking centre 
stage in our Primary Section. If you didn’t get the chance to actually see it, then read 
here about Year 5’s concert, ‘What a Load of Rubbish’ revolving around Year 5’s 
important Curriculum Diversity topic of Sustainability. 

I have also been delighted to see so many parents at both our Primary, and Secondary, 
Section workshops and ‘Information’ meetings. Speaking of parents, make sure you 
read the article on Dr. George Zaher – welcome back to you and to your family, Dr. 
Zaher!

Out of the classroom, what a buzz of activity, from the Peripatetic Music Department 
in full swing across both the Primary and Secondary sections, to great happenings in 
Primary PE, and games and tournaments under way in Football, Volleyball and Rugby 
in the Secondary Section. 

A thousand thanks to Mrs. Dajani for our new Fitness Centre attached to the 
gymnasium which both students and staff are now using. To Ms. Ghada Dajani, and 
to all Secondary Section students involved with our Adopt a School programme, 
congratulations on so memorably assisting Katemaya Primary school.

On a singular note, I recommend that you read all about our MES Cairo Adventures 
and Achievers. Their well written missives are inspiring.

To you all, I hope that you enjoy every page of our MESsenger!

Yours faithfully,

Whole School Principal

Mr. M. Kirby

Foreword
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It was a perfect summer evening last 24th June 2013, when MES Cairo’s guests began to arrive for the annual highlight of the 
school’s calendar: the Graduation Ceremony of the British, IBDP and American Section Classes.  The guests were a mixture 

of the Graduates’ families, friends and a variety of distinguished VIP guests of the school. Four talented young MES Cairo pianists 
played piano pieces in rotation as the guests arrived, setting a cultured, respectful and soothing atmosphere as their earnest 
notes breezed across the Graduation Arena, ringing out proudly in honour of the older members of our MES Cairo family that they 
were serenading on their very special day.

The mixture of generations taking part 
in the MES Cairo Graduation Ceremony 
characterises it as a true family affair, 
with extended family present in the form 
of Alumni (MESConians) taking part in 
the Graduate Profile Opening Sequence, 
and in the combined Secondary, Staff and 
Alumni Choir.  

As the Ceremony began, the field 
was filled with current students and 
MESConians either carrying placards or 
blue and gold flags.  Each placard showed 
in large letters one of the MES Cairo 
Graduate Profile attributes. The group 
then executed a clever routine to the 
rousing music from the Cirque du Soleil 
show ‘Ka’. This culminated in the turning 
of each placard and fitting them all back 
together across the red carpet to display 
an enormous construction of the MES 
Cairo Logo, which they then pulled apart 
again to form an open tunnel for the Class 
of 2013 to walk through, thus representing 
their accomplishment of the attributes and 
their right of passage through the profile 
tunnel and onto the Graduation stage that 
would soon release them into the future. 
The routine was created, choreographed 
and directed by Mr. J. Todd (Head 
of Performing Arts).  The Flag Corps 
members were trained by Mr. D. Tomlin 
(Performing Arts Department).

Mr. Peter Godfrey, (Board Member), 
warmly welcomed the Class of 2013 as 
they entered the arena to the dramatic 
sounds of Copland’s ‘Fanfare for the 
Common Man’. They were proudly led 
onto the Graduation stage by Mrs. Nicola 
Singleton (Secondary Principal, British 
and IB Sections) and Mrs. Regina LeBeau 
(Secondary Principal, American Section).  
We remained standing as Rula Zaki gave a 
beautiful rendition of the Egyptian National 
Anthem.  This was followed by a Quran 
reading by Hana Mahmoud El Morshedy 
(Y5B).

Hats off to the MES Cairo Class of 2013!
MES Cairo’s Annual American, British, and IB Diploma Graduation Ceremony
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The Secondary, Staff and Alumni Choir (directed by Mr. D. Tomlin) 
passionately sang the school song ‘To MES Be True’ (by D. Tomlin and G. 
Dajani).  This was followed by a striking and original performance of ‘Baba 
Yetu’ a famous Swahili song that can be translated as a ‘Swahili Blessing’, to 
reflect the global nature of the educational journey at MES Cairo. 

‘I always feel very proud when I see and hear current students, teachers, 
graduating students and extended family members from Alumni in harmony 
together as we have just seen on the stage in the choir.’ Mr. Godfrey thanked 
the Alumni for remaining loyal to the MES Cairo family and introduced Mrs. 
Sawsan Dajani (Chief Executive/Managing Director), describing her as: ‘The 
head of our family and someone who has been an inspirational example to 
us all.  A facilitator of excellence who always exudes the same passion for 
quality education that she did when I met her thirty years ago.’

Mrs. Dajani, a loved and respected figure throughout the MES Cairo family, 
shared much wisdom with the Class of 2013.  Here are a few highlights of her 
stirring speech: ‘These are interesting times that we live in. History is filled 
with such periods, but it is never the stories of uncertainty and apprehension 
that are recorded. Having lived through many such moments in my own 

history, I can tell you with certainty that it is the opportunities that 
these challenges present that carve who we become as people. 
At times it feels like it is just too much to take and seems quite 
overwhelming. What is possible for you to endure and overcome, 
can and will surprise you.’

‘There are many things you cannot imagine your lives without and 
yet they did not exist until the year YOU were born! Do you realise 
that it was only then that the scroll wheel that you use to manoeuvre 
your mouse was invented. The first DVD was launched in Japan, 
Ebay was started and JavaScript and AdobeFlash were designed 
and introduced for the first time. Can you even envision what you can 
accomplish in time, to amaze your own children?’

‘Only you can determine the outcome of your life. My hope is that we 
have contributed towards your journey in a supportive and positive 
manner.’ 

Mrs. Dajani then introduced Guest Speaker, Dr. Badrawi - a 
prominent physician and politician. Amongst his many duties, Dr. 
Badrawi presently chairs the Badrawi Foundation for Education and 
Development. It is a philanthropic, family-run foundation working for 
social and educational development.  Emphasising the themes of 
‘choices’ and ‘passion’, Dr. Badrawi also had many words of wisdom 
to offer the Class of 2013: ‘I want you to find your own voice, expand 
your influence, and discover your leadership potentials.  You will 
discover as you go in life that such influence and leadership comes 
by choice, not from position or rank. 

The history of free men and women is never written by chance. 
However, it is written by choice. Their choice. If you are properly 
educated, knowledgeable, and have skills, you become not only 
a seeker of opportunities but also a creator of them. You make not 
only your future but also the future of the whole world. Life needs 
young women and men who are ready to think new, out of the box, 
and be innovative. Mixing the experience of the old with inspiration 
educated young, is the formula that historically carried out nations to 
new civilization…The visionary leader thinks big, thinks new, thinks 
ahead and most important is in touch with the deep structure of 
human consciousness and creative potential.’ Dr. Badrawi concluded 
his speech by stressing that ‘effective leadership is determined by the 
capacity to translate vision into reality.’
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MESConian, professional musician and MES Cairo teacher, Nadya Shanab, thrilled the audience with a performance of a song 
from her recently released album, ‘El Mahroosa’. She was accompanied by the MES Cairo Staff Band.

Graduating Students Eliana Fleifel (American Section), Lyla Atta (IBDP) and Mohamed Abdel Ghani (British Section) represented 
each of their Classes magnificently in a combined address.  Each 
of the young Graduates spoke with passion and pride - epitomising 
the MES Cairo Graduate Profile.

We were then treated to more uplifting performances ‘Helwa Ya 
Baladi’ by Rula Zaki, and two more songs by the Secondary, 
Staff and Alumni Choir: ‘Do you Hear the People Sing (from ‘Les 
Miserables’) and the poignant ‘Wind Beneath My Wings’ which was 
complemented by a video montage of images of the Class of 2013 
with their families and teachers through the ages. There was hardly 
a dry eye in the Graduation Arena!

Mr. M. Kirby (Whole School Principal) gave the Class of 2013 more 
heartfelt and inspirational words of wisdom.

It was time for the Presentation of High School Diploma and Leaving 
Certificates. Ms. G.Dajani (Managing Director, Educational Affairs) 
led this most important stage of the Ceremony. 

As the final student proudly collected his MES Cairo Diploma, 
Mr. Godfrey took to the Podium again and suddenly the tense 
excitement on the Graduation stage was palpable. Mr. Godfrey 
spoke, slowly but surely, rounding up the ceremony. In line with 
MES Cairo tradition, the Graduates took their cue for the turning 
of the tassel, moving their caps across their foreheads from right 
to left in unison, as a symbolic representation of their transition 
from school students to Graduates. They waited patiently for Mr. 
Godfrey’s magic words. Would they ever be spoken? Yes! ‘Ladies 
and Gentlemen, I now present to you the Class of 2013!’ 

Whoooosh! The Graduation Stage became a sea of blue and gold 
as the Class of 2013 marked their special moment by throwing 
their caps into the air, cheering and reaching out to all of their 
friends, families and loved ones. In a break with tradition, instead 
of Vivaldi’s ‘The Four Seasons’, Ms. Ghada Dajani had arranged a 
more modern treat for the finale music.  It was a delightful surprise 
for all to hear the popular music hit by Fun: ‘We Are Young’.

Young, passionate and suddenly free, the MES Cairo Class of 2013 
celebrated the beginning of the journey of the adult phase of their 
lives, and their celebrations had only just begun. It was an amazing 
scene and a remarkable ceremony indeed. 

Hats off to the MES Cairo Class of 2013!
Ms. S. Sheehan - Head of English, British and IB Sections
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Modern English School Cairo Graduates have proved themselves on par with the world’s very best university applicants.  The attainment of 
A*/A grades at Advanced Level  has shot up to 27.4% (from 13.5% in 2012) and the overall A-level pass rate is a perfect 100%.  Phenomenal 
individual performances in A-level grades include 2012 British Section Scholarship Student, Ahmed Hafez Y12R, with A*A A grades, Ahmed 
Khalil Y12Y with A A A grades and best of all the amazing Mahmoud Turky Y12Y with an incredible A* A* A grades.  These outstanding 
achievements match those of top applicants to the world’s most prestigious universities such as Oxford and Cambridge in the UK.

The A-level A*/A grades:

Mahmoud Turky Y12Y Chemistry A* Mathematics A*   
 Physics A

Ahmed Hafez Y12R Mathematics A* Economics A   
 Physics A

Ahmed Khalil Y12Y Chemistry A Mathematics A Physics A

Karim Badie Y12R Business Studies A* Chemistry A

Sief-El-Din Kilaney Y12Y Mathematics A Physics A

Hussein Elwy Y12Y Business Studies A*

Abdel-Rahman Helmy Y12Y Biology A

Sherouk Hussein Y12R Chemistry A

Youssef Moemen Y12R Business Studies A

Hot on their heels in Year Eleven were equally magnificent performances 
at Advanced Subsidiary Level including 19.6% of entries at grade A and a 
90.2% overall pass rate.  Sameh Massoud Y11B continued his extra-ordinary 
progress from 2012 with another maximum of four grade As at AS-level and 
was joined as a top achiever by Seif-el-din Mattar Y11B who also attained 
four grade As.  

The AS-level A Grade Achievers: 

Sameh Massoud Y11B in Economics, History, Mathematics  
 and Physics 

Saeif-El-Din Mattar Y11B in Applied ICT, Business Studies,  
 Mathematics and Physics 

Ibrahim Abo-Shara Y11Y in Business Studies, Economics and  
 Physics

Mohamed Zeid Y11Y in Chemistry and Maths

Youssef Socolovsky Y11Y in Applied ICT and Physics

Omar Bahig Y11Y in Mathematics and Physics

Fady Zaki Y11Y in Applied ICT and Mathematics

Fatma El-Garhi Y11B in Mathematics and Physics

Zeyad Mohamed Y11R in Economics

Youssef Abdel-Nour Y11R in Economics

Ismail El-Hamawy Y11R in Mathematics and Physics

Nada El-Damaty Y11B in Business Studies

Seif Abdel-Aziz Y11R in Business Studies 

IGCSE

In Year Ten the IGCSE results continue to indicate MES Cairo students are 
ready for the challenges of assessment a year earlier than their counterparts 
in the UK.  The A*-C pass rate of 84.2% is much higher than the UK figure of 2013 (68.1%), as is the commendable MES Cairo figure for A*/A 
grades attainment of 38.9% (21.3% for the UK).  Marwan El-Hosseiny Y10G and Nader Raafat Y10Y were undoubtedly the top performers at 
IGCSE with an unbeatable eight A* grades. 

BRITISH SECTION RESULTS 2013
WORLD CLASS 

Youssef Moemen 
(Y12R)

Shorouk Hussein 
(Y12R)

Seif-El-Din Kilaney 
(Y12Y)

Sameh Masoud 
(Y11B)

Saeif-El-Din Mattar 
(Y11B)

Mahmoud Turky 
(Y12Y)

Karim Badie (Y12R)Ibrahim Abo-Shara  
(Y11Y)

Hussein Elwy (Y12Y)

Ahmed Khalil (Y12Y)

Ahmed Hafez (Y12R) Adel-Rahman Helmy 
(Y12Y)
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Top 10 Year Ten Scores at IGCSE:

Marwan El-Hosseiny Y10G  8 A*

Nader Raafat Y10Y  8 A*

Ramy Awad Y10G  7 A* 1 A

Salma Amer Y10Y  7A* 1A

Mohy Abou-Alam Y10G  5A* 3A

Nour Jaouda Y10Y  6A* 1A 1B

Hussein Seoudi Y10G  4A* 4A

Youssef Gaafar Y10Y  4A* 4A

Malak Maurice Y10Y  6A* 1B 1C

Abdelrahman El Dissouky Y10G 3A* 4A 1B

Abdel-Rahman Turky Y10R 2A* 6A

Karim Shaltout Y10B 3A* 4A 1B

(Based on A* = 8, A = 7, B = 6 etc.)

Success Criteria!

What is very noticeable and most significant about the way these young 
people approached their studies is their open engagement in dialogue with 
their MES Cairo teachers.  As the teachers of Mahmoud Turky (Y12Y), 
Samah Massoud (Y11B), Seif-El-Din Mattar (Y11B), Marwan El-Hosseiny (Y10G), Nader Raafat (Y10Y) and the many other successful 
students would be the first to testify, the students’ success in learning has been achieved through constant practicing of the skills needed to 
understand each of their subjects.  It is no surprise that the first students in lessons to ask quality questions are those that achieve the best 
results.  Of course good attendance, a good night’s sleep and a passion for learning all help too!

Once again the Secondary British Section and Modern English School Cairo as a whole stands proud on the world stage in its achievements 
in these rigorous and widely recognized CIE qualifications.  Congratulations to all of our students on their examination results. 

Mr. S. Perry – Deputy Head, Secondary British Section

To give students the best chance of achieving their dreams of gaining places in top UK 
universities, we give them support in the form of a full programme of meetings, as well as 

advice in HRCF and on Moodle to make sure that their applications are amongst the first to arrive on 
the desks of University Deans of Admission. 

Evidence that this works came very quickly with Sameh Massoud (Y12 British Section Scholarship 
winner 2013) and Saeif El Mattar (Y12), both gaining the offer of a place to study Engineering at 
Surrey on the same day. Success has continued 
with Sameh now having three offers from Surrey, 
Bath and Southampton and Saeif having two 
offers from Surrey and Bath. There is no doubt 
that more will be coming as 15th November is 
when offers are traditionally made. The early 
applicants beat this by a full three weeks! 

Particularly impressive is the offer made to 
Nourjan Khafaga (DP12 IB Section Scholarship 
winner 2013) who applied for Medicine, which is 
always a challenging and over-subscribed field 
of study, but she beat the clock to gain an offer 
to study Optometry at City of London University, 
more than two weeks before offers are officially 
made. There can be no doubt the UK universities 
are aware of the high calibre of our students and 
are keen to catch them before someone else 
does! Congratulations to all involved.

Ms. S. Clingan – Assistant Head Key 
Stage Five

University Applications 
The Early Bird Catches the Worm!

Salma Amer (Y10Y)

Ramy Awad (Y10G)Nour Jaouda (Y10Y)

Nader Raafat (Y10Y) Mohy Abou-Alam 
(Y10G)

Marwan El-Hosseiny 
(Y10G)

Hussein Seoudi 
(Y10G)

STOP PRESS: It is a rare privilege 
to be invited for an interview at 
Cambridge University! We are 
delighted that Sameh Massoud 
and Saeif El Mattar have both 
received invitations for December 
interviews to read Engineering at 
Cambridge University. We wish 
them both the very best of luck!
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It is with great pleasure that the American Section announces Ingie Enan as the MES Cairo 
Scholarship winner for 2013-2014. Ingie has been an academic and athletic shining star 

at MES since she came to the Secondary school. 

As an athlete, Ingie has participated in Junior Varsity and Varsity Football and Volleyball in 
Grades 9, 10 and 11 including participation in a football tournament in Abu Dhabi. She is an 
active participant in athletics for her house, Kheper. Her other extracurricular activities include 
the Adopt-A-School project, the MES Cairo buddy program, and as a pianist for the whole 
school production of ‘Seussical the Musical’. Outside MES Cairo, Ingie has completed Ailido 
training and earned a level 1 certificate. She has also been studying the piano since 2003. One 
of her other interests is filmmaking, and she attended an intensive summer camp on filmmaking 
in the US over the summer of 2013.

Her academic performance is one to be admired by all of her peers. She has received awards for 
her achievements in French, Arabic, Social Studies, Math, Biology, AP Chemistry, Design and 
Technology, as well as the MES Cairo Overall Excellence Award in Grade Ten. She received the 
highest AP Chemistry Exam score as a Grade 10 student. Ingie was inducted into the National 
Junior Honor Society in Grade 9 and then into the National Honor Society in Grade 10. Her 

recent SAT results were outstanding, thereby assuring her a place in some of the most prestigious universities in the US, where 
she plans to pursue her post-Secondary education.

In addition to all of her achievements, Ingie is a wonderful person. Her level of maturity is unmatched as well as her ability to find 
the best in others. She is well respected by her peers and her teachers. Ingie is definitely a student to watch as her future unfolds.

Mr. D. Tomlin - Dean of Students, Grade 11 and 12

We are delighted to announce that Sameh Massoud is the winner of the British Section 
MES Cairo Scholarship for 2013-14. Sameh embodies the personal attributes and 

academic achievements that MES students are all aiming for.

His academic performance is exceptional, both at IGCSE where he gained 8 ‘A*’ grades and 
at AS Level where he continued his record of excellence by achieving 4 ‘A’ grades, the high-
est possible at this level. Consistency is what marks Sameh out from his peers and the list of 
Awards that prove this are certainly impressive. He gained three Awards in 2012: The Econom-
ics Award for Sustained Effort, The English as a Second Language Award for Sustained Effort 
and most impressive of all; the third highest mark in Egypt in the June 2012 examinations 
over eight Cambridge IGCSEs. In 2013, he again showed his consistency with the AS Physics 
Award for Sustained Effort. We can fairly say that he has established a clear pattern!

He shows care, courtesy and genuine concern for others through his roles in ‘Adopt a School’ 
and as a Student Mentor. Sameh’s performance in all areas is perfect evidence of the sort of 
student who should be, and is, part of the National Honour Roll. His participation in MUN has 
helped him polish his oratory skills and we have no doubt that he will be a future leader in an area 
of his choice. As a sportsman he excels, playing Table Tennis, and was a highly regarded member of the Junior Varsity League.

As if this wasn’t enough, he has a nearly perfect behavioral record, spanning his whole school life, which makes him a wonderful 
role model for the younger students  and his peers. In typically Sameh style, he has been the first student this year to be offered 
two UK University places for his undergraduate degree: Bath and Surrey. He is without doubt on track for future success.

Ms. S. Clingan – Assistant Head Key Stage Five

MES CAIRO SCHOLARS
American Section Scholar - Ingie Enan G12B

MES CAIRO SCHOLARS
British Section Scholar - Sameh Massoud Y12R

Sameh Masoud (Y12R)

Ingie Enan (G12B)
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The Advanced Placement (AP) results for the 2012-2013 school 
year were, once again, impressive. The students at MES 

Cairo have surpassed the Egyptian and Global average for students that 
earned a 3 or better (out of 5) on the AP exams. MES Cairo students had 
68% percent, Egyptian students earned 66% and the Global average 
was 61%. 

MES Cairo offered eleven AP subjects during the school year. 57 
students were enrolled in these courses and registered to take a total 
of 84 AP exams at the end of the year. The AP courses offered this year 
are: Chemistry, Biology, Micro and Macro Economics, Physics, Calculus, 
Art History, Studio Art, World History, Comparative Governments and 
Politics, and English Language & Composition.

Almost all of the MES Cairo students take the SAT college entrance 
exam. Again, this year, MES Cairo students scored an average of 1570 
which is above the average for students in the United States whose 
average score was 1477. The other college entrance exam option is the 
ACT (American Collegiate Exam). Many students have opted to take this 
exam and have scored exceptionally well. 

The MES Cairo 2012-2013 graduating class has been accepted at excellent universities in Egypt 
and abroad. 60% percent of our students are attending a university in Egypt. 18% have chosen 
universities in the United Kingdom such as University of York, University of Bath and University of 
the Arts in London. North America was the choice for 17% of MES Cairo students at universities like 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, University 
of McGill, Kent State University and University of California San Diego. Europe and Asia also became 
the new home for several students. Going overseas for university is obviously becoming a more 
popular choice for our graduates.

Mr. D. Tomlin – Dean of Students, Grade 11 and 12

Outstanding Achievement
American Section AP Results

Nour Hussein (G12O)

Monia Hamdy (G12G)Mohamed-Omar Siam (G12O)

Faress Hamdy (G12O)

Aly Abu-Bakr (G12V)Alia Zaki (G12B)

Ahmed Refaie (G12G)
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For the third consecutive year all 
MES Cairo IB students earned their 
Diploma, a tremendous accolade 
to boast and assurance of the 
consistent quality of teaching and 
learning within the programme.  
Our 100% pass rate compares very 
favorably to the global pass rate 
of 78.54%.  Another comparison 
which deserves recognition and 
commendation is that concerning 
average point score: the global 
average was 29.81 out of a possible 
45 points, with MES Cairo students 
performing 2 entire points beyond 

this with an average of 31.9.  It is also very reassuring and gratifying to reflect upon the accuracy 
with which MES Cairo teachers are assessing and predicting performance of students within the 
programme; in the overwhelming majority of cases students achieved the subject scores they 
anticipated.  This is particularly significant in terms of our ongoing relationship with universities who 
require us to predict DP outcome many months before course completion.

The May 2013 examinations concluded students’ two year journey in the IBDP and combined 
with their internally assessed course components to produce their overall results.  Last year’s 
DP cohort were a particularly cohesive group who will tell you themselves that their support of 
one another was instrumental to their individual and collective success.  In each case, students 
achieved worthy results and have gone on to take up offers at some of the world’s most prestigious 
universities.  A notable example is that of last year’s IB Diploma Scholarship recipient, Lyla Atta, 
who also scored the highest number of points at MES Cairo last year. Lyla has headed to MIU in 
Boston, USA. 

IB Graduates for 2013 who have stayed a little closer to 
home have visited MES on a number of occasions; it seems 
that they miss us as much as we miss them!  They speak with 
passion and enthusiasm about their experiences in their final 
two years at school and how well-prepared they feel for the 
challenges which confront them now and those which they 
will likely  encounter in the future.  Last year’s Graduates have 
counseled students who are new to the DP this year, providing 
sound advice on how to succeed in a programme which will 
‘put them to the test and bring out their best’.  They embody 
the MES Cairo Graduate Profile and have that special sparkle 
in their eyes that says to those who know to look for it: I am an 
IB Diploma Graduate!

Mrs. N. Singleton – Principal, British and IBDP Sections

IBDP Results 2013 – Above World Averages

Lyla Atta

Suliema carrying out a Science experiment

Preparing for Graduation

Mr. Allsop's History class

Mirit, Faten and Minou at the IB Visual Arts 
Final Exhibition

Lyla at Graduation

IBP English Class of 2013

Hard work leads to great results!

Fayoum IBDP Adventure Weekend
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Nourjahan Kafaga is the very well-deserving recipient of the MES Cairo 
IB Diploma Section scholarship for this academic year.  She already 
epitomizes the MES Cairo Graduate Profile and is an inspiration to 
other members of the school community.  

In terms of academic performance, Nourjahan made the decision to 
enter to the IB Diploma programme after completing IGCSEs in the 
British Section.  There, she scored seven grades at A* and one grade A, 
and notably, her option selection was broad and balanced with English 
and Mathematics complemented by subjects in the Subject areas of 
Science and Commercial Studies, and Drama.  Having chosen the IBDP 
for her final two years at MES Cairo, Nourjahan successfully completed 
DP11 with a final report which indicates that she is on track to secure a 
40+ point diploma at its conclusion.  Placing this in context, Nourjahan 
is predicted to score in the top 7% of IBDP candidates internationally, 
with a score that translates into the equivalent of five A*s at full A Level 
(British Section) and six Level 5 scores in Advanced Placement courses 
(American Section). Complementing this outstanding achievement at 
the end of DP11 was Nourjahn’s collection of the Excellence Award for 
five of her six IBDP subjects at our End of Year Awards Ceremony in 
June 2013, as well as recognition for her commitment to CAS.

Nourjahan has always been a high achiever.  She has consistently 
attracted positive attention to herself along the journey, to this, her 
final year of Secondary schooling. It is likely that she has kept her 
Student Planners from previous years; the number of merit stickers and 
excellence credits she has earned is testimony to her diligent attitude.  
Nourjahan is highly motivated by the desire to succeed;  she engages 
in her learning and demonstrates an unabated thirst to make sense 
of concepts and ideas which are new to her. Yet, she is unassuming.  
She quietly and conscientiously sets about to achieve her goals, having 
a positive impact on others in a way that is calming, reassuring and 
inspiring.

Beyond the classroom, Nourjahan demonstrates natural leadership 
abilities and is involved in many aspects of school life.  She leads fundraising initiatives by organsising bake sales 
and marketing homemade lemonade, as well as coordinating the recent Halloween Social for students in Y/G7-8.  

She inspires younger students in other ways too, through her role as Student Mentor and her membership of the National Honors Society.  She has 
maintained an ongoing commitment to our Performing Arts tradition, taking to the stage last year as a cast member of the acclaimed Secondary 
production of ‘Les Miserables’.  Motivated by her desire to make a difference, Nourjahan led IBDP classmates in their renovations of the playground 
areas of our adopted school; in her own words, this gave her as much satisfaction and pride as it gave each of the 2000 primary students who attend 
the public school and will benefit from the improved facilities.

When asked of her greatest inspiration to do well, she credits her father for his tremendous guidance and constant motivation; she acknowledges 
how lucky she is to have a support network of friends, teachers and family who encourage her.  Her hard work and commitment are her way to best 
ensure that she doesn’t let these people down.  Nourjahan is shy to admit it, but she is also driven by a clear sense of who she is and what she 
wants to achieve.  In conversations about her future she can articulate clear goals and aspirations, coupled with a logical plan of how to get herself 
there.  Testimony to this is her success in receiving the IBDP MES Scholarship for 
this academic year as it was something she set her sights on way back in Year 
7 when she joined the Secondary section.  In an ICT project introducing herself 
and thinking about her future plans then, she wrote how she was inspired by the 
announcement of the scholarship winner that year, not only for the prestige of the 
accolade itself, but because of the catalogue of successes that the recipient had 
achieved to be deserving of such recognition.  It is Nourjahan’s hope that Year 7 
students might be inspired by her achievements so that she can ‘pay it forward’ to 
the school which she has attended since she was 3 ½ years old.

With her sights now set on studying medicine at a university in the UK next year 
she is already attracting offers from some of the most prestigious academic 
establishments, including City of London University.   A fine example of all that we 
aspire to develop in our students, Nourjahan Khafaga is a remarkable young woman 
who is so very worthy of recognition in the form of an MES Cairo scholarship.

Mrs. N. Singleton Principal, British and IB Diploma Sections

IBDP Section Scholar - Nourjahan Khafaja DP12R

Nourjahan Khafaga DP12R

Working with Primary students

Teaching poetry to children in FS2Happy to be arriving at school in 
the morning!

Enjoying a group discussion with Mr. 
Prebble

At the NHS Induction Ceremony
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The IBDP12 Theatre students have 
got off to a fantastic start in this 

their final year of the course.  The class 
was tasked with researching a chosen 
practitioner and discovering how to apply 
theories in a practical way.  The project 
also demanded that they present their 
research findings in a variety of ways.

Translation
Once the research had been completed, 
the first challenge was to “translate” a 
scene from a play of a different tradition 

into the style of their practitioner.  Arthur Miller’s ‘Death of a Salesman’, one 
of the classic plays of the Naturalistic method was transformed into a short 

example of Bertolt Brecht’s 
Epic Theatre.  Willy and 
Linda Loman, the central 
couple of the piece, were 
reborn as symbols for societal oppression and the emancipation of women.  A 
recent visitor to the school, who also happens to be an expert in Drama and 
playscripts, was very impressed when she witnessed a performance.  She 
commented on the passion and commitment with which it was delivered and 
the students’ apparent ease with concepts that degree-level Drama students 
often find difficult.

Translating a Brechtian script over to Naturalism proved more difficult so, 
in order to experience the results of a Lee Strasberg approach, the class 
prepared and performed a scene from a play 
called “The Snow Show”.  Strasberg is credited 
with the development of Method acting, a 
technique used by many of the world’s major 
movie stars.  The scene, entitled “Remember the 
Burritos”, depicts two friends recalling childhood 
rituals based around the first snowfall of the year.  
The students genuinely felt what their characters 
were feeling, by dissecting and examining their 
motives and drives.

Word Clouds
While working on the practical application of their 
research, the class 

also produced Word Clouds, pictorial representations of concepts and 
themes.  They found this exercise forced them to refine their thinking 
and description of the subject matter they had researched.

Fakebook
In this modern age of social networks, it would be difficult to find someone 
who did not recognize the famous Facebook.  Using an online resource, 
the IB Theatre class created a mock-up of a page from Facebook as if it 
had been created by their practitioner.  Again, the necessity to process 
the research findings led to a deeper understanding of the material.

Mr. J. Todd – Secondary Head of Performing Arts 

IBDP Curriculum News - Theatre
Brecht and Burritos
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The MES Cairo family - Helping our Community

Adopt a School 
2013-2014
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I believe what our school is truly all about was on wonderful display earlier this Term 
when our Secondary students handed out, 2,225 ‘School Supply Backsacks’ to 

the Primary students of our ‘Adopt a School’, Katameya Primary. Our ‘sisters and 
brothers’ there were clearly so pleased, 65 – 70 to a classroom, as they opened 
their bags to find notebooks, colouring books, pens, pencils, erasers, sharpeners, 
a water flask.

As part of our group of Secondary students, SSLT members and staff, I was truly 
honoured to greet the students of Katemaya Primary classrooms where our group 
went on all our behalf, and to respond to their cheerful and insightful questions. I am 
so proud of all our Secondary students 
who attended, and I am sure you would 
have been, as well. To Ghada Dajani, 
whose organisational genius was on full 
display – a huge thanks for making this 
happen. It was inspiring.

The images on these pages say it all! 
The atmosphere was truly delightful.

Mr. M. Kirby – Whole School Principal

MES Cairo Charity Project News

Adopt a School 

Katameya Primary

We were impressed by the children's excellent manners

We all enjoyed reaching out to our young friends

Ms. Ghada assures a child that her gift was kept safe for 
her when she arrived late

Mrs. Singleton handing out some goodiesMr. Mohamed shares a joke with the children

Mr. Kirby talks to the young children with a little 
translation help from our Seniors

Enjoying quality time with the children

A gift of love
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Approaching the school

The bags had been carefully prepared to give the 
children something that was both fun and useful

The MES Cairo students made us very 
proud

The Katameya teachers are a delight to work with
The Adopt a School crew

Staff from across MES Cairo enjoyed taking part 

Some children couldn't wait to take the gift bag 
home and tell mums and dads all about their 

friendly visitors

Our little brothers and sisters at Katameya 
Primary had a great time

Opening the gifts was so much fun

One little chap didn't want to be 
late on this special morning!

Ms. Ghada initiated the project 
and spends many many hours 
organising the work we do with 

Adopt a School
A beautiful smile says it all!

We all feel privileged to be a part of this wonderful 
project

Treats galore!

There were more than enough gifts to go around

Our students put in a lot of physical effort, as 
well as spending time talking to the children
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This year at MES Cairo, the WIRED team has expanded its remit to include 
a wider range of teachers from both Primary and Secondary, British 

and American sections and from all subject areas. The WIRED team is a team of 
teachers who are interested in applying best practices in education through the 
frame of the digital environment.

This learning experience allows our teachers to grow as instructors, embracing digital 
practices in our classrooms because research has shown that our students learn 
better in this type of environment. In our modern and fast paced world, technology, 
like the children we teach, is always changing and evolving. Students need to have 
critical thinking and problem solving skills as well as team building abilities and 
effective communication. Embracing technology allows our learners to keep up to 
date and engaged with the world around them.

Teachers have committed to this staff development which takes place during planning 
times on a two week rotation. The meetings run very much like a ‘hackathon’ or 
Google-Style meetings; participants need be open and willing to learn, share, listen, 
try new things, be a risk taker, and reflect on best practices. 

What is a Hackathon? A Hack + marathon = hackathon. It’s an intensive project 
collaboration with a specific focus. Our goal is to harvest a usable piece of technology 
to solve a problem by the end of the allocated time. The hackathon itself is a time to 
experiment and play with ‘freemium’ technology in order to find possible solutions to 
the guiding question and to enhance learning in our teaching space.

We then go back to the classroom and attempt to use what we have explored during 
the session. Continuously we hone and perfect our practice and share our feedback 
with other WIRED teachers so that the whole team evolves. We also share our 
findings with others during departmental meetings, workshops, and secondary 
school briefings. In this way the whole school benefits.

The Google-Style meeting or ‘Hack’ ensures that we are all active participants able 
to walk away with ideas about how to use 
technology in our own and colleague’s 
classrooms.  It’s all about sharing and 
blogging our experiences and ideas. 
WIRED teachers have created a blog 
on Wordpress which we all contribute 
to, sharing our ideas and findings and 
inspiring each other to give new things 
a try. 

In our first session, we looked at how we 
could use digital tools to enhance literacy. 
Imagination and creativity was sparked 
as teachers from all over the school took 
to the blog to share their findings. Word 
clouds such as Tagexdo, storytelling apps 
such as Smories, Storify, and Blabberize 

MES Cairo Teachers Embrace 
New Technologies
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as well as activity-based resources such as BrainPop and animation packages like Go Animate, had teachers inspired to give 
technology a go in the classroom. The most impressive effect of this was how word spread to other staff members who heard 
about the findings and started to experiment in their own classrooms.

We are doing this because we know that our students desire to create their own learning experiences from multiple multimedia 
sources and benefit from processing pictures, sounds and video before looking at a text. They enjoy random access to hyperlinked, 
interactive, multimedia information and interaction and networking simultaneously with many others.  They are able to navigate 
effortlessly between real and virtual spaces instantaneously. Our learners often prefer networking and interacting as opposed to 
working independently and want instant access to friends, services and responses to questions, instant gratification and rewards. 
Most of all they prefer learning that is relevant, instantly useful and fun…

Mrs. J. Cole - Secondary Learning Development Department Coordinator, British Section 
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Year Seven 
I would like to congratulate Year Seven for the way in 
which they have faced the challenges of Secondary 
School - new teachers, new Homerooms (classes), 
new timetable, new subjects, new friends.  They are no 
longer the oldest in the school but now the youngest – a 
challenge in itself!

They have had to become Secondary students in a short space of time – and they have 
succeeded – getting from one classroom to the next in five minutes, remembering to bring in 
their homework and using their planner as a tool for learning. 

Teaching staff have been thrilled with the work ethic of Year Seven.  They are enthusiastic, 
motivated and full of energy.

I am looking forward to seeing the contributions that this class will make to the Secondary 
Department at MES Cairo and to celebrating the many successes that lie ahead.

Year Eight
Year Eight have made an exceptional start to their second year in Key Stage Three.

They have been busy adjusting to the demands of preparing themselves for IGCSE in Year 
Nine. Lessons are intense, the timetable is full and the challenges are tougher.

At the same time, they have committed themselves to Athletic Teams such as Middle School 
Basketball, Swimming and Rugby. Many go to Fitness training on a Monday night.  They are 
enjoying taking part in After School Activities such as Make a Difference in Egypt (MADE), 
and Stage Art. 

On top of this busy schedule, they are making time to raise money for charity through monthly 
bake sales.  They have fantastic ideas and great enthusiasm about even more charity work, 
but there is not enough time in the day to do it all!

I feel very proud to see our young students develop in confidence, grow in personality and 
build relationships that will help them to succeed.  I wish them all a successful year ahead.

Key Stage Three Homeroom Representative Committee – a new initiative
One boy and one girl have been elected by Homerooms to represent their class in matters 
that can make a positive impact on school life. They meet once every three weeks.  So far 
they have discussed issues such as improving the PE kit, raising money for charity by holding 
non-uniform days and bake sales, social events and trips.  Their ideas are all passed onto 
SSLT for consideration.

Ms. C. Downey – Assistant Head, Key Stage Three

Settling in to Year Seven
Hello my name is Maya El Tawil and I’m in Year Seven Red. It was exciting to start Year Seven 
in Secondary. It has been really hard learning where all the classes are but I always try my 
best to remember my way around and not to get lost. Now I am really happy in Year Seven 
and although I often miss the Primary days, I feel very settled and … I never get lost any 
more! Maya El-Tawil (Y7R Homeroom Committee)

We would like to tell you about our experience 
in Year Seven. When we first came it was hard because in Primary we only had 
one classroom. Here, however, every lesson is in a different place. Day by day, you 
learn how it goes without a manual! Here in Secondary, it’s so much fun, especially 
with all the fun House activities on Wednesdays.  Yes, there are lots of tests in 
Secondary, but trust us, you’ll love it! Just a quick piece of advice to Year Six …don’t 
be afraid to be afraid! Finally, as a boy in Year Seven Blue said, ‘lockers take away 
back pain’ because in primary we had trays to kneel down and reach but now we 
have lockers. Hurray! Joumana Barbakh (Y7B) and Farah Kabesh (Y7R)

Key Stage Three News
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This year the American Secondary Section has 
created a Middle School with highly qualified 
Middle School teachers who are trained to work 
with this preadolescent-adolescent age group.  
Middle School, Grades Seven and Eight, creates 
a bridge for students as they transition between 
Primary school, FS1-Y6, and High School, 
Grades 9-12. 

In an organised and caring 
environment, our Middle School 
ensures that students will realise 
academic and social success. 
We emphasize critical thinking 
skills in our courses, as well as 
personal responsibility. With 
a solid academic foundation, 
our students will be prepared to 
succeed in our college preparatory High School. In addition to a well-planned 
curriculum, we have made a conscious decision to implement an environment 
where students can move throughout the school with a combination of 
supervision and independence.

Mrs. R. Lebeau - Principal, American Section

MIDDLE SCHOOL AT 
MES CAIRO

There are my differences between Year Six and Grade Seven. In Grade Seven you feel more independent by moving around without a teacher. 
Moreover you have a locker instead of a tray, which is more private and gives you more space. In addition to this, you have more than one 

teacher! According to many students the work load in Grade Seven is more than in Year Six but is still fun.

There are differences in the way 
we learn subjects in Year Six and 
Grade Seven. For example we 
used to arrive at school in our PE 
kits in Primary but in Secondary 
we change into our kits at the start 
of PE lessons. Also, boys and 
girls have separate PE lessons in 
Secondary. In English we have to 
write Essays instead of doing Big 
Writing and we also have regular 
quizzes.

Hala El Okda and Mariam Aziz 
(G7G)

AMERICAN SECTION NEWS

Life in Grade Seven
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Independent Reading Project in Key Stage Three 
Year Seven Green tell us all about their Independent Reading 
Project!
Before I heard about the Independent Reading Project I read for about one hour every 
day. However when I started working on it I started reading more books and I started 
reading more than before. Some of the reading projects are more fun than games. 
Omar Khaled El-Fiky (Y7G)

When I go to LMC I usually read books by Nick Arnold and I learn a lot from them. 
Bassel Girgis (Y7G)

When I am in the LMC I usually enjoy reading in the quiet atmosphere. We work on the 
computers as well as reading which gives us a great sense of freedom. It also gives us 
a place to use electronics in a way that helps us learn. Nayra Soliman (Y7G)

I love the library (LMC) because I find it really peaceful and I can relax and read. 
Sometimes I go there on my own because I forget to complete my Homework. Ms. Cole 
is a great English teacher and I always look forward to her lessons every day. I like to 
read with Mr. Tate too. Rola Abdallah (Y7G)

It’s always fun going to the library because I get the chance to sit down and read in 
silence.  Authors use writing to put down all kinds of characters and all kind of histories 
that makes us who we are today. Yassin Masoud (Y7G)

Firstly, I would like to say that I love to have 
projects and to do creative things. Second of 
all I like to read a lot.  When I go to the library 
in the English lesson we get the opportunity 
to read, do some work on the computer, 

to read to Mr. Tate and Mrs. Cole gives us 
targets. I really enjoy English. Virginia Halim (Y7G)

We read with our teachers to help improve our literacy skills and our reading skills. 
Our teacher Mrs. Cole listens to us read in the library, as does Mr. Tate. We also have 
amazing chances to go to the computers, searching out stuff for our homework. . 
Mariam El Badry (Y7G)

I really enjoy visiting the library because it’s the only time I get to feel relaxed and have 
the opportunity to read a book or do work on my Reading Project. What is Reading 
Project? The Reading Project is an amazing project with many activities for you to do 
about your book. In the library you can also read to Mr. Tate or check your targets with 
Mrs. Cole. Hala El Taweel (Y7G)

My favourite English lesson is going to the LMC. This is because I get to read 
throughout the lesson, know our targets and 
do some research on the computer. I think 
going to the LMC is fun and great. Nafisa 
Jibrilu(Y7G)

I love the library it has very interesting books 
and references. When we read to Mr. Tate 
he gives us a target and tells us a positive 
achievement. Mrs. Cole talks with us about 
our written work. Farida Sami (Y7G)

English Matters!
British Section English Department News
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Drama is an essential learning strategy for English because it brings the texts we are studying 
alive, engages students more deeply and makes learning even more purposeful. Drama 
promotes critical thinking, so that students can formulate and express their own opinions. It can 
be used across the curriculum and adapted to suit any subject. It can also serve as a catalyst, 
building individual skills that students can later use in everyday life situations.

Taking on the role of another character allows students 
the opportunity to experience the life of another in a 
comfortable and safe environment. Drama is great for 
self-confidence because when students take risks in 
class and in performances, they learn to trust their ideas 
and abilities as individuals. Students work through 
critical thinking and problem-solving processes and 
learn how to look at ideas from different perspectives, 

formulate their decisions and communicate their thoughts clearly to others.

Through decision making and creative exploration, students are given the chance to 
be imaginative. Additionally, working cooperatively in groups allows them to discuss, 
rehearse, and combine ideas with their peers at various levels.  

Students who opt for Drama as a discrete subject are always at an advantage in their 
English studies as quite often, the English and Drama departments collaborate over 
the study of concepts and whole texts, making the learning experience richer and more 
enjoyable.

Here you can see the DP11 English class enjoying the rare opportunity of a Drama 
workshop to support their learning of Arthur Miller’s ‘A View from the Bridge’.

‘It was the first time for me to enter the Drama room, and yet I felt like it was one of the 
best experiences I’ve had so far this year.  Mr. Todd helped us understand what drama 
is all about and how we have to have empathy for the character and get in his shoes. 
It also helped understand the play more, because there are things I didn’t notice in the 
play except after I had performed it’. Salma Amer(DP11R)

‘In the Drama room class we could feel the emotions and feelings of the characters 
because we were acting them out. This made it a lot easier to evaluate and comment on 
the feelings and actions of the characters which 
allowed us to understand better the interactions 
between characters on a deeper level. I would 
love to do this again with other plays because 
it was fun working with my classmates on a 
project that is beneficial for our English course’. 
AbdelRahman El Dessouky (DP11R)

Ms. S. Sheehan – Head of English, British 
and IB Sections

English Matters
Drama in the English classroom
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A student of IGCSE Drama learns a lot in the 
course of a year and sometimes recalling all 

of the information during both performances and 
examinations can be difficult.  In order to make this 
recollection of techniques and skills more memorable 
the Year 10 IGCSE Drama class has begun creating 
Interactive Drama Notebooks.

Rather than simply taking notes on what they have 
learnt, the students have been coming up with more 
visual, interactive methods of recording their learning.  
Diagrams, mind-maps and foldables have been 
used to communicate key concepts in the creation of 
characters and memorable scenes.  The imagination 
employed has been fantastic to observe and there 
is no doubt that the effort required will make that all-
important recall later in the year much easier.

Mr. J. Todd – Secondary Head of 
Performing Arts

Year Seven Green have been using Drama skills in their English lessons to bring the story book ‘Holes’ by Louis Sachar, alive! 
Students wrote their own imaginative tales of how the character Madame Zeroni lost her foot and then acted as storytellers in 

front of their class, changing their voices and using gestures and props for comic effect. The class was highly entertained as they performed 
their tall tales and demonstrated their excellent speaking and listening skills. Some of the students were hilarious in character and showed their 
fabulous understanding of this highly interesting book!

Mrs. J. Cole – English Department, British Section

In Role in English

IGCSE Drama

Even the Notebooks are Interactive in Drama
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With the hard work of the exams over, it was time once again for the annual Year Seven 
Maths Competition.  The three Year Seven groups were given a set of challenges in 

which they had to put all of the Maths they had learnt during the year into practice.

First, the students went out and about, in the S building and the secondary yard, to discover 
the Maths that is all around them.  They looked for shapes and symmetry, and practised 
their skills of estimation, estimating the height of the building by measuring the stairs, and 
estimating the number of students who could sit down at the same time on the benches in the 
yard. They had to follow the maths trail, finding the hidden clues. Each clue led to the next, and 
eventually to a secret message.

The next challenge was all about shape and space.  The students had to cut a square into five 
pieces and then use these pieces to make other shapes, such as a trapezium, a rectangle and 
a plus sign.  This was not as easy as it sounds, but it was good to see that most students kept 
on trying even though the solutions were not obvious.

In the third challenge, the students went out to explore the school again, collecting numbers 
and then using them to evaluate and write mathematical formulae.  More number  work was 
involved in the “1234” challenge, where the 
students had to make all the numbers from one 
to thirty using basic mathematical operations 
and only one each of the numbers one, two, 
three and four. 

In the final challenge, students used the internet 
to research and discover new mathematical 
ideas.  They answered such questions such as, 
“What is the name of the slope of a straight line?” 
and “What is the name of a number that can be 
written as a fraction?” This activity introduced 
some mathematical concepts that they will 
meet again later in school at IGCSE and maybe 
A level. This task was not done in class but was 
done at home. It is interesting to note that the 
students who were the most successful were 
the ones who did their homework!

All the students did very well and showed a lot 
of enthusiasm, both for the competition itself 
and for the Maths.  In the end, there could only 
be three winners.  In first place was Yasser 
Khaled Dabees (Y7B), with Shehab Mohamed 
Abou El Fadl (Y7B) and Marwa Moustafa Gaber 
(Y7B) coming second and third.

Mr S. Rayner - Secondary Maths, 
British Section

Year Seven Maths Competition 2013
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G9 American Section News
Grade Nine Parents Go Back to School

On 14th September 2013, the students who will become 

the Graduating Class of 2017 joined the American 

High School section of Modern English School Cairo.  Having 

successfully completed their time in the Middle School the 

students were now facing new systems, new teachers and new 

challenges.  One of the keys to students’ success at school is the 

partnership between the staff and the parents.  Working together 

towards the common goal of a High School Diploma everyone 

can be proud of is at the foundation of all we aim to achieve.

What better way for the parents of our new Grade Nine students 

to gain an understanding of their children’s experience at school 

than to experience a simulation of it themselves?  It was with this 

in mind that all Grade Nine parents were invited to come “Back 

to School” for the afternoon of Monday 30th September.

After a brief introduction to the Senior Leadership Team, 

the Dean of Students for Grade Nine and the Grade Nine 

Homeroom teachers in the School Theatre, the parents were 

issued with their “timetable” for the afternoon and they headed 

off to their first “lesson”.  Each of the teachers of Grade Nine 

classes gave a short presentation in their classrooms, outlining 

course content, assessment techniques and the general aims 

of their courses.  Parents were at liberty to ask questions or for 

clarification before the old-school style bells rang throughout 

the Secondary building, heralding the end of one class and the 

beginning of the next.  The entire group assembled in the Staff 

Room at 5pm for a presentation by the PE Department before 

ending their school experience in the Arabic classes.

As ever at this event, feedback from the parents was extremely 

positive and the “team” of teachers, parents and administrators 

was born.  Parents headed off with their “Grade Nine Survival 

Guide” and MES Cairo fridge magnets, secure in the knowledge 

that their children are in safe, educational hands and looking 

forward to a year of happiness and academic achievement.

Mr. J. Todd - Dean of Students, Grades 9 & 10

I think a world without art would be like a blank piece of paper. Thousands of people travel around the world just to see one 
painting. Some people live to make art. When you think about it, life is like an art project. Art brings life into cities, countries and 
states. Without art, is like not having rain for plants. Art brings colour to dull places like rain makes plants colourful. Taking away 
art is like taking away a kid’s phone, but ten times worse. Art individualises you, it makes you your own person. Life without art 
would be unthinkable. It’s how we remember our childhood. Without art how can we see the past? I think of endless white plains, 
with no people, buildings or nature. I picture it being a silent world when I picture a world without art. I’m very thankful to live in 
a world with lively art to brighten not just the world, but everyday life. For some, art is a release an escape from reality….For 
others it is crucial for survival. We don’t just rely on art, design and architecture, we live it. 
John  Asaad (Y7Y) 

Welcome back MES Cairo Artists! 
 

The art department is very impressed by the new Year Seven students, who are clearly a very talented bunch. 

Art Beat 

Thanks to Youssef 
Moustafa  (Y7R)  for 

spending his own time on 
creating this  wonderful 
drawing that shows he is 

a very competent 
draughtsman already. 

Creating art because he 
loves it! 

Year Seven have some strong views on what a world without Art would be like… 

Can you guess where this is? 

Imagine a world without art…Would people from the world over flock to the Sistine Chapel just to look up at an unadorned ceiling? The world wouldn’t be able to 
see Mona Lisa’s smile. Art has both directly and indirectly  influenced business, politics, industry and international affairs. It has shaped cultures, nations and even 
world history. Imagine the world without the vision of Monet or Rembrandt. Think about your home without art. Your kitchen table without art would be 
completely utilitarian. Your house wouldn’t really feel like a home. Your clothing might resemble something from centuries past or possibly worse! Would car 
designs change or would we still be driving ‘Model Ts’.  Our world would be drastically different without art. Life would be different without art. Art has moved us 
in loads of ways. Imagination has been sparked. People have been uplifted and enlightened. The world is a better place because of the power of art. Art is powerful. 
Art is meaningful. It would really be like a black and white movie, if you ask me! “Without art the crudeness of reality would make the world unbearable,” is said 
by a person called George Bernard Shaw. 
Anindita Sensharma (Y7B) 

I think a world without art would be dull and lifeless., No art means no drawings and no pictures which means the graphics we have in our games would never exist. 
No Facebook, no Twitter and no Google! It would be a world without music which covers everything from what we listen to the background music on our favourite 
games. It would be a very quiet life. No art would mean no plays and stories which would mean no movies. No Harry Potter or Dr Who! What would we do for 
entertainment. No poems, no Shakespeare. The English exams would become easier. A world without art would be everyone living in the same types of house. No 
innovative designs to brighten up the world. No phones, laptops. We would all dress the same. 
Yassin McKay (Y7B) 

British 

Ms. Quarin talking to Grade Nine parents.

Ms. D. Ballard, Ms. N. Saleh, Mr. J. Todd Mr. K. ElMetaal, Mrs. R. Lebeau
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I think a world without art would be like a blank piece of paper. Thousands of people travel around the world just to see one 
painting. Some people live to make art. When you think about it, life is like an art project. Art brings life into cities, countries and 
states. Without art, is like not having rain for plants. Art brings colour to dull places like rain makes plants colourful. Taking away 
art is like taking away a kid’s phone, but ten times worse. Art individualises you, it makes you your own person. Life without art 
would be unthinkable. It’s how we remember our childhood. Without art how can we see the past? I think of endless white plains, 
with no people, buildings or nature. I picture it being a silent world when I picture a world without art. I’m very thankful to live in 
a world with lively art to brighten not just the world, but everyday life. For some, art is a release an escape from reality….For 
others it is crucial for survival. We don’t just rely on art, design and architecture, we live it. 
John  Asaad (Y7Y) 

Welcome back MES Cairo Artists! 
 

The art department is very impressed by the new Year Seven students, who are clearly a very talented bunch. 

Art Beat 

Thanks to Youssef 
Moustafa  (Y7R)  for 

spending his own time on 
creating this  wonderful 
drawing that shows he is 

a very competent 
draughtsman already. 

Creating art because he 
loves it! 

Year Seven have some strong views on what a world without Art would be like… 

Can you guess where this is? 

Imagine a world without art…Would people from the world over flock to the Sistine Chapel just to look up at an unadorned ceiling? The world wouldn’t be able to 
see Mona Lisa’s smile. Art has both directly and indirectly  influenced business, politics, industry and international affairs. It has shaped cultures, nations and even 
world history. Imagine the world without the vision of Monet or Rembrandt. Think about your home without art. Your kitchen table without art would be 
completely utilitarian. Your house wouldn’t really feel like a home. Your clothing might resemble something from centuries past or possibly worse! Would car 
designs change or would we still be driving ‘Model Ts’.  Our world would be drastically different without art. Life would be different without art. Art has moved us 
in loads of ways. Imagination has been sparked. People have been uplifted and enlightened. The world is a better place because of the power of art. Art is powerful. 
Art is meaningful. It would really be like a black and white movie, if you ask me! “Without art the crudeness of reality would make the world unbearable,” is said 
by a person called George Bernard Shaw. 
Anindita Sensharma (Y7B) 

I think a world without art would be dull and lifeless., No art means no drawings and no pictures which means the graphics we have in our games would never exist. 
No Facebook, no Twitter and no Google! It would be a world without music which covers everything from what we listen to the background music on our favourite 
games. It would be a very quiet life. No art would mean no plays and stories which would mean no movies. No Harry Potter or Dr Who! What would we do for 
entertainment. No poems, no Shakespeare. The English exams would become easier. A world without art would be everyone living in the same types of house. No 
innovative designs to brighten up the world. No phones, laptops. We would all dress the same. 
Yassin McKay (Y7B) 

British 
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Art Trip to the Palace of Arts 
On Tuesday 22nd October a group of IBDP, IGCSE, A-level and AP Art students visited the Palace of Arts in 
the Opera House complex with Ms. Lamia, Mr. McKoski and Mr. Simpson. For all  Art students it is really 
important that they view and appreciate the work of other artists, it can help with ideas or techniques or 
just provide the inspiration needed to embark on a new piece of work. Fortunately we had the gallery 
pretty much to ourselves which meant that students could really focus on individual pieces, have a 
proper look and then make their own studies in their books. For most of us it was the first time visiting 
this amazing collection of Egyptian art, so below are a few impressions from students who participated 
on the visit.            Mr. L. Simpson  - Head of Art 

The art gallery trip was an opportunity for me to 
revisit one of the places I visited in the past but 
this time; I had a different opinion towards the 
artwork and views towards art itself. Throughout 
the trip I was thinking of the artists motives 
towards producing such fantastic pieces. This 
helped me by making me think about my own 
artwork and how I could approach producing 
better quality and well executed art pieces. 
Overall, I think the trip was very influential 
towards not just my views, but the views of all 
the students that went on that trip and it also 
got us to appreciate the artwork more. 
Zubaydah Jibrilu (Y10G) 

Personally, art of any shape or form fascinates me hugely. Last week, we had 
an amazing experience visiting a huge exhibition in Zamalek. It was 
overwhelming to see the beautiful artworks up close. We got to explore 
different aspects of art, and how different artists approach it. We were 
capable of looking closely at the detail of each painting and discover incredible 
techniques used by artists. For me, this exhibition in particular was extremely 
inspiring, and I learnt a lot. 
Nour Jaouda (Y11B) 

The gallery was definitely a place I’d love to visit again, and who 
wouldn’t? It was huge, fully accommodating us and with a variety of 
different artworks that were all equally intriguing. There were not only 
paintings but also sculptures, each one unique. On pretty much every 
section of the museum I could find at least one piece that struck me. 
Eventually we all sat down and had the opportunity to sketch our 
favourite ones. Another thing that I enjoyed was the opportunity to mix 
with different students in the year groups. Overall, it was a good 
experience, one which I’d like to have again – even if we were all 
admittedly exhausted afterwards. 
Aalaa Yassin (Y10Y) 

Art Beat 
British IGCSE/AS/A2 
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Grade Twelve Photography 
Photography students created their own cameras to explore and understand the importance of light in 
photography. Using various sizes and shapes of containers students created camera obscuras also known 
as pinhole cameras. Using the basic components of a camera (camera body, aperture, and shutter) 
students began to see how light is reflected into the pinhole camera and onto the surface of the 
photographic paper located in the camera body. After taking the photo, students developed their photos 
in the school’s darkroom and created negative and positive images of the images. Throughout the 
process students had to trouble shoot the correct exposure of light and make adjustments to the 
construction of their cameras, the exposure time, or the developing process in the darkroom. Students 
were amazed that a simple container could be transformed into a camera. Keep your eyes open for 
future work of MES photography students as they begin to explore the digital camera. 
Mr. D. McKoski – Photography Teacher 

Yasmin Ashmawy (G12B) 

Seif Mahfouz  (G12B) 

Nariman Hussein (G12R) 

Mostafa El Masry (G12Y) 

Seif Mahfouz  (G12B) NardineEl Essawi (G12B) 

In AP Art for part of his concentration Seif has 
been successfully combining traditional 

drawing with computer generated imaging. 
Here he scanned in his drawing and then 

coloured it in using photoshop. 

Art Beat 
American AP Art &  Photography 
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Students from Grades Ten and Eleven have been designing and 
creating murals for Gates One and Two. The students have been very 
excited and worked hard  on their project. Ms. Lamia Afifi has 
provided amazing support to them all as always. The students aim to 
complete Gate 1 by the end of November, and then a new set of 
students will join for the mural in Gate 2. 
 

Mural 1 was designed by Merriam George (G11Y).   
Muralists: Ms. Lamia, Mr. Tarek, Meriam George (G11Y), Mahinar 
Galal (G10G), Randa Khalil (G10R), Menatallah Sharaawy (G10B), 
Catherine El Shahid (G10Y), Carol Botros (G10Y) and Amira Badawy 
(G10Y). 

Murals at Gates One and Two 

Grade Nine Visual Art 
‘Floating Boxes’ 

Salah El-Negouny (G9B) 

Malak Jaouda (G9Y) Salma Megahed  (G9B) 

Karim El-Kersh (G9R) 

Rozan Saber (G9G) 

Boxes have been drawn with an inter 
twining ‘thread’  linking the them 
together with  different horizon levels .  
Students used One-Point Perspective  
and a  Tertiary Colour Scheme  creating  
the illusion that  some of the boxes  are 
‘floating’. 

Art Beat 
American Art 
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Bana Al Bitar (G12G) 

Welcome additions to the Art Department are Mr. Tim Cooke and Mr. 
Doug Walker working in Design Technology. 

Mr. Walker 

Mr. Cooke 

The Art Department are also very happy to have ten new Macbooks equipped with Photoshop to use (a 
special thank you Mrs. Dajani and Mrs. Ballard!) They are being used in both the British and American 
section, these Macbooks are giving our students the  chance to connect to technology that is used in 
design industries across the world. 

Bana Al Bitar (G12G) 

Heba Abushakra (G12Y) 

Nariman Hussein (G12B) Amr Morsi  (G12Y) 

Mirna Selim  (G12G) 

Jumana Radwan (G12R) 

Amr Morsi  (G12Y) 

Art Beat 
Design Technology & DVM 

 

Bana Al Bitar (G12G) 

Amr Morsi  (G12Y) 

Yasmine Ashmawy (G12B) 

Mohammed Sayer-Dayer (G12G) 

The Digital Media Class (DVM) are really enjoying using the 
Macbooks with Photoshop. 
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Some of you will have noticed some strange things 
happening during HRCF, some of you may 

even have participated in them!  Others have had delicious 
snacks and smoothies, fajitas and possibly learnt how to 
sew your own buttons on.  Most of you will have had a 
different teacher each time you’ve had HRCF.  Welcome to 
the new world of HRCF here at MES Cairo.  

The concept is that you will be concentrating on identifying 
and developing your personal skills and qualities with a 
view to being able to take these with you wherever you 
go, preparing you to make informed choices about options 
and which college or university to attend after you graduate 
from MES.  Those of you who are Seniors will even be able 
to cook yourselves at least one university meal!

The aim is that these lessons support and develop the 
qualities which form the backbone of our Graduate Profile; 
keep a close eye on the HRCF notice board for key 
qualities.

Your teachers, Assistant Heads and Deans have worked 
really hard to develop a new programme of activities for 
our HRCF lessons this year, and as the new Coordinator it 
has been my pleasure to oversee this development.  The 
idea behind the changes is to help develop your skills and 
qualities, which vary between age ranges and sections and 
which have been identified by the people who know you 
best.

We have had meetings and planning time in order to 
develop the new programme and I have to say that some 
teachers are going to prove very popular amongst their 
year/grade: Ms. Barakat, Mr. Andre, Mr. Walker, Mr. Allsop 
and Ms. Sliney, to name but a few, have developed some 
fantastic lessons some of which had a delicious outcome 
for all concerned.  

The idea is that we build on these successful lessons 
throughout your time here at MES Cairo and that once the 
carousel system is firmly established we shall be seeking 
student feedback in order to continue the development 
over the course of the next couple of years.

Ms. M. Ingham – Secondary HRCF Coordinator

Home Room Community Forum
HRCF HAPPENINGS
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HRCF has taken on an exciting new turn this year for Year 12 and 
DP12 as students are prepared for life beyond MES Cairo, 

with the help of their Homeroom teachers and Homeroom guests. 

HRCF this year kicked off with a session where teachers offered to talk 
about the process of choosing a university and what affected their choices. 
A special thank you to those teachers who were willing to share their 
experiences and insights: Mrs. Prebble, Ms. Sheehan and Mr. Roodvoets. 
They brought up extremely valuable points about making that very important 
choice, such as: the size of the college/university; the strength of chosen 
courses at different universities; the possibility of change, amongst others. 
The session was extremely useful and provoked much discussion: the 
students raised many questions which were answered in a variety of ways.

The following sessions are ongoing and provide a more practical look at 
College/University life. What happens when you get there? 

Ms Symank is running sessions on ‘Coping with Change’ as many students have chosen to study abroad 
and this acknowledges the need for students to ponder what could be difficult for them to adjust to in a 
different country, far away from home and all that they are used to.

Mr. Allsop’s session is perhaps the most important as it deals with food! Part of the ground floor of the 
Primary Building was turned into a Mexican cocina when senior students used their HRCF lesson to learn 
how to make simple fajitas.  For some it was the first time they’d prepared raw ingredients, and there was 
some visible discomfort when handling the chicken!  Students worked enthusiastically together to cut the 
vegetables and meat, with some crying tears of joy at the 
chance to create a culinary masterpiece (although they 
insisted the onions were really to blame).  Having made 
their own marinade using lemon juice, cumin and paprika, 
students then fried everything over a high heat to keep the 

chicken moist, while ensuring it was cooked through.  With piles of fresh bread, cheese and 
yoghurt, we all then enjoyed eating our creations.  From shopping bag to plate in less than 
30 minutes, these fajitas were a quick and tasty meal that the students will hopefully recreate 
when they go to College or University.

Ms. Sliney’s session deals with a very unglamorous aspect of life as a student: what happens 
when you need to do some household maintenance? So, students grabbed the pliers and 
screwdrivers, stripped wire and managed to 
wire plugs and light fittings. They also learnt 
how to sew on buttons – essential for when 
you notice one missing at the last minute, 
just before an important event! Finally, we all 
piled into the nearest bathroom and learnt 
the secret of quickly unblocking sinks and 
showers! 

Mr. S. Allsop and Ms. T. Sliney – Year 
Twelve Homeroom Teachers

A Taste of Life to Come for British Section 
and IBDP Seniors
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Early September saw the start of the 2013-14 
MES House competition and we were off to 

a quick start with the Inaugural Staff Extravaganza.  In the 
days and weeks of planning for the new year, staff found 
the time to spend a few hours to give them a flavor of 
what to expect for the upcoming Student Extravaganza. 
Teachers were organised by House and competed against 
each other in a number of gruelling challenges to see 
who would be announced MES Cairo Staff Extravaganza 
Champions. Mr. Gross, the Selket caped crusader and 
reigning House Champion would do anything to win again 
this year.  New Amun leader Mr. Vandermarel and Ms. 

Shanab taking on the role of Edjo commander were keen to impress.  Whilst Mr. Prebble, leader of the 
Kheper red army was out to show his ruthless side.  

The event started with all secondary staff taking part in building blocks, skipping, shooting hoops and 
corn in the hole; all familiar Extravaganza activities.  Kheper House, with better coordination and more 
ingenuity than the other teams won the first leg of the Extravaganza.

The second part of the Extravaganza set staff on a treasure hunt around the MES campus to complete 
various activities and to hunt down QR codes which formed the words to the lines of the MES song, ‘To 
MES Be True’.  Tasks included members of staff getting a picture with bus drivers, buying Mr. Morris a 
packet of vinegar crisps, searching through Primary to discover the pictures on Mrs. Godfrey’s office door, 
photographing ten members of staff on the primary climbing frame and counting the number of fish in the 
fish tank in the school reception area!

All staff ran around school trying to complete these tasks in the quickest time.  The competition was fierce 
and in the end the only House to complete all the tasks was Kheper.  It was the sneaky little fish hiding 
in the fish tank that proved to be the difference.  Mr. Prebble had organised his troops with precision and 
coming into the final task of singing the MES Cairo song, they were going to be hard to beat.  Edjo and 
Selket were in joint second place with Amun trailing in last place.

Mr. Kirby, with his vast musical experience was on hand to judge the singing of the MES Cairo school 
song, ‘To MES Be True’.  His detailed judging comments as follows:

Kepher: Tied with with Amun for first place. Everyone singing along strongly and in harmony – until the 
conclusion where the song ended in a bit of a fizzle. Though strong, on the whole, there could have been 
a little more passion!

Amun: Tied with Kepher for first place.  Lots of passion displayed, everyone clearly happy as they swayed 
and clapped, and the singing quite tuneful, but not everyone was singing. Really enjoyed the strong 
conclusion.

Edjo: Tied with Selket for second place. Lots of passion, on the whole, loved the finger snapping and 
swaying in unison, but not everyone was singing; the song ended in a bit of a fizzle!

Selket: tied with Edjo for second place. Everyone was singing happily and enthusiastically – and that was 
impressive. The actual tune seemed uncertain, however!

This concluded the first ever Staff Extravaganza, with as you can 
guess, the winners being Kheper, 2nd place went to Edjo, 3rd Selket , 
with Amun bringing up the rear.  This was a fantastic event enjoyed 
by all of the teachers and a great way for all returning and new staff 
from all three sections of the secondary school to come together as 
a family.

Secondary House News

Update by Mr. S. Morris – House Coordinator
Staff House Extravaganza
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Student House Extravaganza
The House Extravaganza has been a fixture on the MES Cairo calendar for many years and it was eagerly awaited by students and staff.  A 
few activities had been changed and some remained the same but what we did know is that this Extravaganza would be very competitive with 
all House’s wanting to beat the four-year running champions:  Amun.  Under new leadership, Mr. Vandermarel and his Amun House started 
strongly and kept together in their teams to record some valuable point to take them into an early lead.  However, Heads of House from the 
other Houses rallied their troops and quickly closed the gap.

Half way through the Extravaganza it was all to play for, it was fairly even and it would come down 
to the team with the most discipline and stamina in the heat of a September afternoon.  When all the 
scores came in it was very close and the scorers had a difficult time meticulously going through each 
event to ensure the final scores were accurate. In 4th place, Edjo, 3rd place Selket and could Amun 
make it 5 years running? NO! In 2nd place were Amun and the winners were Kheper.  Mr. Prebble was 

becoming the Extravaganza expert, two House events, two 
Kheper victories!

Beat the Keeper (Wednesday activity)
‘Beat the Keeper’ or ‘Beat the Kheper’ or ‘Beat the Morris’ 
has it became known was the 1st Wednesday event of the 
year.  With Mr Morris in goal it was going to very difficult for 
any students or staff to ‘Beat the Keeper’.  100’s of students 
tried but only a few succeeded.  Students and staff got a 
point for taking a penalty and an extra point for a goal.  Mr 
Walker put the ball wide, Mr Shooter put the ball over the 
bar, Mr Vandermarel nearly snapped the goal with brute 
strength and Mr El Hoss became the first and only staff 
member to Beat the Keeper.  Mr Kirby did a fine job scoring 
the event; he proved to be an excellent tallier. After a few 
enquiries from Head of House regarding irregularities, 
strong participation from Amun House gained them their 
first House victory of the year, with Kheper finishing a close 
second.

4th: Edjo

3rd: Selket

2nd: Kheper

1st: Amun

Speed Stacking (Wednesday activity)
The second Wednesday activity saw ‘Speed stacking’ hit 
the secondary yard.  This popular event brought in the 
crowds and a few familiar faces to pit themselves against 
each other.   Students and staff were keen to show off their 
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‘stacking’ and ‘collapsing’ skills to see who had the nimblest figures at MES 
Cairo.  The standard was very high and to win there was no room for error.  
Records show that Mrs. Downey of Selket was unbeaten in this event over 
the years and yet again she demonstrated great coordination and dexterity.  
However, Kheper were able to match Selket match for match to finally end as 
joint winners with Edjo and Amun coming joint 2nd/3rd/last.  Finally, the caped 
crusader, Mr. Gross got a victory under his belt and regained his winning ways 
of last year. 

‘Senior’ football
The Senior football this year was for students in Year/Grade Nine and upwards 
and included some new rules to encourage female participation.  In week one, 
Edjo in their first game took advantage of this rule fielding a very strong team 

of boy and girl JV and Varsity players.  Led by coach Shanab and her clipboard, Edjo ‘thumped’ Selket 
7-0;  In the other fixture, Kheper’s stamina proved too strong for Amun, winning the game 3-1 in the final 
minutes of the game. 

In the second round of games, Edjo maintain their 100% record with a 3-0 victory over Kheper.  Whilst 
Selket finally got a strong squad on the pitch to narrowly defeat Amun 1-0.  The final week of the 
competition will see Edjo take on Amun and Kheper against Selket.  Be sure to read the next edition of 
the MESsenger to see if Edjo can maintain their 100% record and win their first House event of the year. 

STUDENT COUNCIL
The Student Council Elections have been delayed due to a number of reasons this year but this has 
allowed students and staff more time to prepare their election 
campaign.  The number of nominees are at record levels due to 
the hard work of Heads of House to promote the new look Student 
Council.  The Student Council elections will be held Wednesday 
13th November.  See the next edition of the MESsenger to see 
which students gained the most votes and have been selected to 
represent the views and be the voice of MES students.

Overall Leaderboard, (10th November)
1st Kheper

2nd Amun

3rd Selket

4th Edjo

For all news on upcoming House events, results, 
activities and Student Council information be sure to 
check the new ‘House & Student Council’ noticeboard 
in the Atrium by the main entrance to secondary yard.

The main purpose of the Student Council is to report 
on issues affecting fellow students and find ways 
in which to improve School life. Part of the Student 
Representative role is communicating student issues 
to those that can make a difference.

The Student Council Representative will also 
communicate the progress that has been made with 
any issues that have been raised by the Student 
Council.

Mr. S. Morris – Secondary House Coordinator
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Selket – Mr. A. Gross

The run to become back to back House Champions has begun.  
After a dominating performance during last academic year, Selket 
is once again determined to put forth a strong showing and defend 
its title.. After seeing two previous HOH’s leave the competition this 
year, Selket welcomes the challenge of new energetic individuals 
to compete for the coveted House Trophy.  After a slow start to the 
House Competition in 2013, the Selket Stars are determined to use 
their past experience to show that Selket is a force to be reckoned.

Edjo – Ms. N. Shanab

This year Edjo were off to a rocky start, after coming second at the Staff challenge because of a hiding 
fish, we didn’t do too well on the House Extravaganza leaving us quite low on points and a bit frustrated. 
A few pep talks and game plan charts later, we had a brilliant 
Senior House Football squad ready to go! The amazing turnout 
alone was a spectacle, with enough players to form two teams 
and more supporters, we won our first game against Selket 8-0! 
The following week saw us play Kheper and gave us our second 
victory 3-0.

Quality football was displayed during both matches. Edjo brought The Sayed-Ahmed brothers (Khaled and Hisham) 
and a double dose of Nour; Nour Jaouda and Nour Mashhour to the pitch. The talented Omar El Sayyad on our line 
of defence meant that our goal line remained uncrossed. With such a strong team we simply cannot wait until our 
next game against Amun and hope to maintain our unbeaten status!

Edjo is currently preparing for Student Council Elections and students are about to unleash their campaigns upon 
MES. After working hard on posters, videos, presentations and speeches, I believe Edjo students will have a hard 
time choosing a candidate to vote for. Good Luck to all the Nominees, may the best Candidate win!

Kheper – Mr. M. Prebble

“An AMAZING start! This year Kheper have sailed to the top of the rankings with outstanding performances in both the 
Staff and Student House Extravaganzas! Since then, Kheper have put in strong performances in the ‘Beat the Morris’ 
penalty shoot-out, coming just a few goals behind the winning house, and the first ‘senior’ football match where just a 
team of three went on to crush the opposition. All Kheper have to do is keep up the momentum! Remember to check 
the house boards and ‘mrprebble.weebly.com/kheper’ for details about upcoming events, event results, photos and to 
contact your School Council rep or me. There are plenty of exciting events coming up this year to get involved in and 
I hope that everyone in Kheper is keen to contribute at some point to our continued success!!!” Mr Prebble

Amun – Mr. J. VanDermarel

Amun started the 2013-2014 House Competition, as expected, by convincingly claiming the first available points.  
Amunians showed up first as a complete team at a designated point with many jealous and disappointed looks on 
other teams’ members’ faces as a result.  This astonishing victory shows what Amun is capable of when all team 
members join hands and are prepared to work for each other.  Malak Shahin, an extraordinary Amunian from Grade 
7 Red, claims that the best thing about Amun is the present of a positive team spirit.  She enjoys doing all sorts of 
activities together with her team members which is what the whole competition is about; teamwork and having fun!

During the House Extravaganza Amunians gave it their best competing against the other houses.  Adham Azab, 
displaying and defending Amun’s honour in Year 8 Red, particularly enjoyed the Pictionary activity where he could 
use his creativity to draw and guess all sorts of terms.  Ahmed Badawy, one of 
Amun’s stronger athletes from Grade 8, liked all the running activities which gave 
him the opportunity to display his and Amun’s athletic superiority over the members 
of the other houses.  Yasser Dabees, a proud Amunian from Year 8 Blue, stated the 
water activity, where water had to be transported from one bucket to another, was 
his favourite for it gave him a chance to athletically excel and refresh himself at the 
same time.

Although Amun unfortunately did not win the House extravaganza, these few 
examples of Amunians’ impressions show there is something to enjoy and gain 
for everybody who is willing to positively participate.  Not only will you significantly 
develop skills and attributes from MES’s ambitious graduate profile turning you into 
a better person, you will have loads of fun and meet new friends at the same time 
while making your House Captain the proudest person in school.  So get involved 
and see which role you can play for Amun!

Secondary House News 

MESsage from your Head of House!
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Everyone would agree that the delayed start to this academic year was not ideal but 

life is all about trying to find the positive in any given situation. Therefore, 

we decided to use the opportunity to provide teachers with valuable professional development 

on the use of the Interactive Whiteboard and Moodle, our virtual learning environment. The 

quality of delivery of the workshops was excellent and is testimony to the rich pool of talent 

that we have at MES Cairo. Indeed, participants, and in particular new members of staff, have 

remarked at how enriching the experience has been as every workshop was practical in nature 

and tailored to a variety of learning needs. 

As well as technology based workshops, teachers were given an opportunity to gain some basic 

Arabic through cooking. Working with a language in this way 

helps to provide context which in turn facilitates acquisition. 

Teachers thoroughly enjoyed working in the newly refurbished 

kitchen, as they got a small taste of the rich flavours of the 

Arabic language. 

MES Cairo prides itself on its commitment to the continual 

professional development of its staff as it recognises that 

without quality staff there can be no quality education. 

Mr. K. El-Metaal – Deputy Head Teaching and Learning

Professional Development and Induction of new 
teachers at MES Cairo 
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Here at MES Cairo we are very 
lucky to have an experienced 

and enthusiastic Learning Development 
Department (LDD) which is committed 
to providing equal learning opportunities 
for all our students, enabling them to be 
successful and achieve their personal 
goals.

We help a wide range of students 
across the British and American 
sections in Secondary. We work closely 
with teachers, homeroom teams and 
Assistant Heads/Deans to deliver high 
quality differentiation for our learners; whether they have learning differences such as dyslexia and dyscalculia, need support 
with English as a second language, or have physical or sensory needs. We also lead the Gifted and Talented Programme which 
identifies our most able students and promotes enrichment activities across the curriculum. We celebrate the successes of these 
students with a termly newsletter for parents called Aspire. 

Following the success of our Moodle Gifted and Talented Page ‘Aiming High’, this year we are enhancing our online presence 
further by developing a study skills workshop to assist students with their revision and organizational skills.

Our department is led by Mrs. Jennifer Cole for the British Section and Ms. Mona Hanno for the American Section. We are a 
strong team of ten; joined by Ms. Marlene Burek as our diagnostician, Ms. Claire Williams, Ms. Mona Farag, Mr. Maged Makram, 
Ms. Hanan Mansour, Mr. Henry Tate, Ms. Tatiana Kolesnikova and Ms. Ellen Dickins. Our subject specialisms cover all of the core 
subjects of English, Social Studies/Humanities, Maths and Science.

We are a proudly multicultural team…between us we have been to over fifty countries across six continents; speak numerous 
languages including English, Arabic, French, Italian, German, Spanish and Russian confidently with the odd word and phrase in 
Mandarin, Korean and Norwegian! Within our department, two of our team have doctorates- a PhD in Neuroscience and a PhD 
in Languages, plus we have an expert in Marine Biology who once designed a shark repellent, and one of our team once was 
a Basketball Champion who played on the National Team for Egypt! Between us we are parents to fourteen children with the 
youngest aged two and the eldest in their mid-thirties!

We have many different talents and experiences between us, be that in music, baking or sports, charity, fishing or travel; however 
we all share a common vision; to help our students to be their very best. We can be found in SF14- come see us and say hello!

Did you know?

•	 Albert Einstein, Richard Branson and Tom Cruise are all famous people with dyslexia.

•	 Chess is an excellent game for all kinds of students. It forces students to slow down, concentrate, use precise think-
ing, active both inductive and deductive reasoning, as well as recognizing difficult and complex patterns.

•	 John Lennon, who is considered one of the best songwriters of all time, struggled with spelling.

•	 We learn 10% of what we read; 20% of what we hear; 30% of what we both see and hear; 50% of what we dis-
cussed with others; 80% of what we experience personally; 95% of what we teach to someone else.

•	 Helen Keller was the first deaf and blind person to earn a college degree. She graduated from Radcliffe College, 
with honors, in 1904.

•	 There are three main types of learning styles: auditory, visual, and kinesthetic. Most people learn best through a 
combination of the three types of learning styles, but everybody is different.

•	 Children who learn two languages before the age of five have a different brain structure than children who learn 
only one language.

•	 A balanced combination of a healthy diet, drinking water, physical activity and getting plenty of sleep is one of the 
best ways to improve a student’s concentration levels

Mrs. J. Cole - Learning Development Department Coordinator, British Section

Unlocking Learning Potential 
in the Secondary Learning Development Department
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I would like to introduce you all to the fabulous team of teachers 
we have here in MES, working in the Peripatetic Department.  
We are so lucky to have such talented and enthusiastic 
members of staff.  Here are some interesting facts you might 
not have known about them.
Claire Williams, Peripatetic Music Coordinator

Mr. Samuel, Assistant Peripatetic Coordinator and Violin 
Teacher
I started playing the violin when I was only five years old! I enjoy 
playing duets with my identical twin brother who also plays the 
violin and I perform regularly in places such as the Cairo Opera 
House. 

Ms. Jolie, Vocal Teacher
I started taking singing lessons when I was ten years old and then went on to graduate 
from university with honors.  Ten years ago I participated in the inauguration ceremony 
of Bibliotheca Alexandria to an audience which included many world leaders.  I also 
performed as ‘Amneris’ the Queen of Egypt in the opera Aida, in front of the pyramids 
in front of more than 2000 people. My singing repertoire includes more than twenty 
lead roles but I still get a buzz each time I go on stage.

Mr. Sherif, Guitar Teacher
I teach electric and classic guitar.  I have had many great experiences in bands, 
performing on stage.  One of my highlights was playing in the first Korba street festival 
in front of more than 5000 people!  The atmosphere was amazing. 

Ms. Maha, Piano Teacher
I was inspired by my mum and her family; they can all sing and play a variety of 
oriental instruments. Every week they used to have big musical gatherings which 
I enjoyed so much, especially when I could participate with them. I completed my 
studies at the Cairo Conservatoire and I am very passionate about teaching young 
musicians.   

Mr. Bassem, Piano Teacher
I joined the Cairo Conservatoire when I was young and completed Grade 8 piano with 
the Royal School of London in 1998.  When I graduated from university I began my 
career as a professional pianist and have been teaching young musicians for twenty 
years.  In my free time I love to compose songs.

Greetings from the 
Peripatetic Music Department!

Mr. Sherif Ms. Jolie

Mr. Bassem

Mr. Ahmed Hisham
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Mr. Ahmed, Drums Teacher
I have been playing as a professional drummer for the past 
fifteen years.  I have played in many Egyptian bands. Most 
recently I drummed for Eftikasat and can often be found 
performing in front of large audiences in venues such as the 
Bibliotheca in Alexandria or Cairo’s Sawi Culture Wheel.  I 
have also performed in many international music festivals.

Mr. Mostafa, Guitar Teacher
I started to play the guitar when I was thirteen years old.  I 
have been teaching for twelve years now and I really enjoy it.  
During my career as a professional musician, I have played 
with many bands including Vybe and Ressala.  I also work in 
television as a sound engineer.  In my free time I love to play 
music on the beach.

Ms. Sara, Piano Teacher
I teach Piano at MES, and I’m an associate professor at the 
Cairo Conservatoire.  I started taking piano lessons when I was seven years old and 
have never stopped playing since. I perform in many concerts at the Cairo Opera 
House and the Sawi Culture Wheel.  I love the piano so much and I hope my daughter, 
who has just joined MES Cairo in FS1, will play the piano too.   

Mr. Ramy, Piano Teacher 
I am a piano teacher.  I love to play jazz and latin music and even have my own jazz 
band. I have composed more than thirty songs and have performed in front of a crowd 
of 10000 people. 

Mr. Tarek, Guitar Teacher
I have played the guitar since the age of ten.  I earned the LTCL Certificate for Guitar 
Performance from the Trinity College. I enjoy performing in jazz concerts at the Cairo 
Opera House with many artists.   I have recorded lots of songs with Egyptian and Arab 
singers like Amr Diab, Nawal El Zoghby, Ali El Hagar and Assala.

Ms. C. Williams - Peripatetic Music Coordinator

Ms. Maha

Mr. Tarek

Ms. Sarah

Mr. Samuel Ms. Warda Ms. Claire

Mr. Rami

Peri Music Teachers

Mr. Mostafa
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“He who drinks from the Nile 
will always return to it” says the 
old Egyptian proverb. Well that 
certainly proved true for ex-MES 
Cairo teacher Andy Smith, who 
found himself back on Egyptian soil 
18 years after leaving Egypt.

Mr. Smith, who has a distinguished 
musical career as a performer, 
accompanist, arranger and 
educator, has been a Trinity 
Guildhall examiner for the past 
ten years. Although he has examined literally thousands of students, family 
commitments ensured his work for Trinity Guildhall was mainly confined to the UK. 
However when he was asked to spend a couple of weeks conducting music exams 
in Egypt the opportunity to return to Cairo was just too tempting to miss! 

On the journey from the airport memories flooded back to 1992 when MES was 
located at the Serai Al Kubba Villa in Zeitoun. Although the school was much 
smaller and had only been in Cairo for a couple of years the emphasis on music 
was already well established. He fondly recalled   productions of ‘Oliver!’, ‘The 
Little Shop of Horrors’ and ‘Marouf’ (which he wrote the score for) being performed 

by early MES Cairo students. At that time the school did not boast the state of the art theatre we have today so productions were 
held at an old government building in Mohandiseen. He also recollected Mrs Carole Godfrey’s superb dancing skills which gave 
extra professionalism to the shows; something we look forward to enjoying once again with her return to MES Cairo.

Already thrilled to be back in Egypt another surprise was in store for our examiner 
as a procession of young musicians smartly wearing their MES uniform entered the 
Trinity Guildhall centre in Maadi ready to be examined in a variety of instruments. 
As usual, all students were a credit to the school both in behaviour and diligence in 
practising their instrument which resulted in a 100% pass rate. 

Another twist of fate appeared as Ms. Claire Williams, who is leading the peripatetic 
music team and organising Trinity Guildhall exams at MES Cairo, discovered that 
Andy Smith had also taught at Bilton Grange and Rugby School where she herself 
had been a student. It seems that there really is no limit to where in the world the 
MES family web reaches!

Of course a trip to Cairo could not pass without a visit to the school to catch up with 
Mrs. Dajani and his former colleague Maureen Glancy, MES Cairo’s longest serving 
staff member. Mr. Smith took the opportunity to congratulate Mrs. Dajani both on 
the impressive school facilities and the standard to which the exam students had 
been prepared by the team of peripatetic teachers for their Trinity Guildhall music 
exams. Clearly Andy Smith, whether intentionally or inadvertently, had tasted the 
Nile and was destined to cross paths again with Egypt and MES.

Students taking instrument lessons at MES Cairo in the current academic year may 
also choose to prepare for the exciting new Trinity Guildhall Rock and Pop exams; 
these certificates have the same international academic value as the traditional 
exams but have more emphasis on popular rather than classical music. See Mr. 
Samuel Mohsen, the peripatetic co-ordinator, for more details. Trinity Guildhall 
looks forward to welcoming more MES Cairo students at the next exam session, to 
be held in Maadi in December 2013.

Mrs. Maria Harper and Mr. Hesham Abu Shady - Trinity Guildhall Egypt 
representatives

Trinity Guildhall Examiner 
Returns to MES Cairo 

Mr. Smith with Mrs. Dajani  

Marouf 

Another scene from Marouf 

Little Shop of Horrors 
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Welcome to the MES Cairo Family

New teachers September 2013

Ms. Sheila Fiddy – Key Stage Two
Hello there! Here is a little about me! At home in England I have four ‘children’ 
(who are all grown up now) and two gorgeous dogs.  I have taught for many 
years in all kinds of English schools and left a super school in Peterborough 
to spread my wings by teaching here in Year Five at MES Cairo. I had never 
been to Egypt previously, although I love travelling, so I am very excited about 
discovering different parts of this fabulous country. One of the best things about 
being here is that I feel so warmly welcomed by you all.  I am really excited about 
getting to know you better throughout the year.

Mr. Alex Davies – Secondary Social Studies
Greetings, MES Cairo! I have been welcomed to Egypt and 
to this school with open arms and a genuine kindness from 
everyone I have encountered. Although I was born in Korea, 
I was adopted as an infant by an American family (which 
later gave me a total of 12 siblings). I received two Bachelor 
degrees in Spanish and Middle School Curriculum Education. 
Upon graduation, I moved to House of Mouse a.k.a. Orlando, 
Florida where I have taught for the three years prior to MES 
Cairo. Throughout my collegial and professional career, I have 
travelled and studied extensively abroad, throughout South 
America. It was these experiences that drove me to pursue a 
Masters in Applied Linguistics: TESOL & Second Language Acquisition. Additionally, I have taught ESL to both children and 
adults. It is my goal to pursue a doctoral program in Anthropological Linguistics. This is my first ‘real’ international teaching 
assignment and I look forward to getting to know and exploring Egypt’s rich history and culture, working with the MES Cairo 
staff and, most of all, working with the students and their families to better their education.

Ms. Sara Iskander - Key Stage One
Hello everyone! My name is Sara Iskander. I am so excited to be 
a part of the MES Cairo family as Year One Green class teacher 
this year! Since completing my PGCE Teaching Qualification 
from the University of Sunderland in the UK, I have thoroughly 
enjoyed teaching FS1, FS2 and Year One.  I spend every summer 
in the UK.  I love dancing, music and playing the guitar. I enjoy 
travelling around the world and learning about different cultures 
and languages. I have already visited lots of interesting places 
like Paris, Greece, Cyprus, Lebanon and Turkey and am planning 
more adventures! I am fascinated by reading, especially books 
about the effects of positive energy! I am so excited to work with 
my new Year One class and wish everyone a rewarding year!

‘To travel is to live’ - Hans Christian Anderson (The Fairytale of my 
Life: An Autobiography) 
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Suzanne Barakat – Secondary Science
It is such a pleasure to be part of the MES Cairo family this year! Four years ago I moved 
to Cairo from Dubai with my husband and three children and we absolutely love living 
here.  I was born in Chicago and grew up in St. Louis, Missouri where I graduated from 
the University of Missouri with a B.Sc. in Biology and a Masters in Secondary Education. I 
briefly taught in the US and Dubai and then pursued a variety of careers including Assistant 
Dean of Students at the American University in Dubai, Professional Baker/Chef, Health 
Advisor and have now come full circle back to one of my biggest passions: teaching.

This year I am teaching Year 7 Science and Year 9 Biology and will also be conducting 
Health Workshops around the school as well as some cooking and fitness classes. When 
I’m not teaching I love spending time with my amazing family, cooking, exercising, reading, 
travelling and mothering/mentoring 36 beautiful children at a nearby orphanage.

Healthy Living is a passion I look forward to sharing with the MES Cairo & Cairo community. 
Please feel free to come to me for advice and encouragement on how to make healthy 
lifestyle changes that will help you become a more empowered and energised version of 
wonderful you!

Mr. Tim Cooke – Secondary Design and Technology
Hello everyone, my name is Tim Cooke and I am very excited to be here in Cairo. 
I have joined the Design and Technology Department of MES Cairo and everyone 
has made me feel very welcome. I have had an unusual but creative past, in that I 
have been an Industrial Robotics engineer, a computer consultant, a self-employed 
builder and a DT teacher. I have, recently, moved from Brunei’s lush tropical 
rainforest in favour of Cairo’s rich history and culture. It has been one of my “must 
do’s” - to return to Cairo after a visit here over 30 years ago as a young student. I 
am looking forward to being able to share my life experiences, enthusiasm, subject 
knowledge and construction skills with the young men and women of MES Cairo.

M. Doug Walker – Secondary Design and Technology
Hello everyone. My name is Doug Walker and I am from Dundee in Scotland. I am very excited to be 
back in Egypt and have been really impressed by the enthusiasm and energy displayed by all the MES 
Cairo students I have met to date. I have worked in Scotland for the past eight years as a teacher of 
Design and Technology. Prior to this I worked as an Electrical/Electronic Engineer in various industries, 
four years of which were spent in Egypt, in oil exploration. I am here with my wife, who is a TLA in Year 
4. My daughter teaches Secondary PE,  and we are all settling in to our Egyptian adventure.  I am a 
keen hillwalker and mountaineer, and have been training and leading groups of students through the 
UK equivalent of the International Award (IA) for the past six years. It will be great fun getting involved 
in the IA here.

Mr. Gerard Lavelle – Key Stage Two
My name is Gerard Lavelle and I am teaching Year Six Green class at MES Cairo.  I have been 
teaching for nine years and this is my very first international teaching job (eeek!). I was born in a 
town just outside London called Reading (which coincidentally houses the greatest football team 
in the world) and was living in Brighton before moving out to Cairo.  I absolutely love it here and 
am looking forward to exploring all that Cairo has to offer.  Originally a copy editor for a magazine 
in England, I decided to change careers because I love working with children.  You never have 
the same day twice! I am a motorbike fanatic and am looking forward to exploring the pyramids 
and deserts on a quad bike.  I am also a movie buff and have never seen a film on foreign soil…
something that will definitely need to be rectified! Most of all, I am really looking forward to a great 
year of teaching at MES! 
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Wendy Male – Primary Learning 
Development Department
I have taught for many years in the UK 
and raised three daughters and I felt it 
was time for a new challenge. Three 
years ago, when our youngest daughter 
finished University, my husband and I 
decided to teach abroad. As we have 
enjoyed many holidays in Egypt this 
was our obvious choice of destination. 
We have been here now for three years, 
and I was delighted to be invited to join 
the MES Cairo family, especially as it 
offered me the opportunity to work in the 
Learning Development Department. I 
am looking forward to an interesting and 
exciting year!

Vicki Broderick - Key Stage One
Hello! My name is Vicki Broderick 
and I will be teaching in FS1 Green 
class this year. I am really excited to 
be joining MES Cairo and have been 
made to feel so welcome in the short 
time that I have been here. I really 
enjoy singing and can’t wait to watch 
and get involved with the amazing MES 
productions! Before moving to Egypt, I 
was teaching in Central London after 
completing my teacher training in 
Cheltenham. Despite having travelled 
all over the world, I have never worked 
internationally before so I am looking 
forward to the adventure!

Robert Bruce – Key Stage One 
I have returned to Cairo, and to MES, after a year’s 
break from teaching in the UK. As much as I enjoyed 
being away I came back refreshed and enthusiastic 
about Egypt and teaching. It’s amazing how quickly 
you pick up the threads of life and begin to find new 
people and places.

Gretel Stern – Secondary Mathematics
Hello!  I’m from Minnesota and I am enjoying the wonderful weather in Egypt while 
my family is shivering back home.  I’m teaching Grade 8 and 9 Math this year and am 
excited to get to know the students here.  This is my eleventh year of teaching, but my 
first international teaching position and I love the opportunities that come with the post.  
I’m excited to explore this part of the world.  In my free time I enjoy dancing, reading, 
traveling, watching WWE, singing and playing bingo.

Cynthia Posovich – Secondary Science
Hello! I am teaching Grade 7 Science and Grade 11 and 12 Environmental Science/Biology. I have 
been a teacher of Science in the United States, Philippines, Germany, and Italy. I am very happy 
to be teaching here in Cairo. The students at MES Cairo are enthusiastic about learning and this 
pleases me a lot. Doing lab investigations is one of my favourite school activities. I also love doing 
Marine Biology when I get the opportunity. I have done three excursions rescuing Hawksbill Sea 
Turtles. One in the tropical Pacific tagging these beautiful creatures, the Adriatic Sea, and last 
summer I helped with redistributing eggs to safer places on Seabrook Island, South Carolina. Middle 
School students helped us with this project. 

My hobbies and extracurricular activities include reading, travelling, yoga, and cooking. I enjoy learning languages. I have 
done quite a lot of scuba diving and I look forward to exploring the Red Sea. I hope to see many places in Egypt and learn 
about some of the antiquities and history. I taught Middle School Science in Italy for ten years and enjoyed learning all about 
Ancient Rome and the Renaissance. Now I will take my turn on this side of the Mediterranean with this beautiful country.

I feel pleased and privileged to be at MES Cairo working in such a creative environment and having Egypt at my doorstep.
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It has been hard trying to explain to many of my friends why I have returned to my previous job as KS2 Headteacher. When I left 
three years ago I knew I was leaving behind a big part of my life, after all both Mr. Godfrey and I have been with MES Cairo since it 
started 23 years ago! I left because it was time for a change; a life without a timetable and without a busy work agenda was calling. 

Some of you may know that we live in a small, quiet village in Cyprus, close to the sea, and it was time to enjoy our home fully.  
When people asked me what was the best thing about not working, I would say, ‘Not having to get up to an alarm.’ Certainly it was 
great to be able to go to the gym when I wanted, relax in the evenings without having to think about work the next day and enjoy 
the peace and quiet of where we lived. 

We travelled frequently, having the time to visit places such as North America, South America, Greece and naturally, many times 
back to England. We also managed to take a cruise from Monte Carlo right down the Italian coast to Sicily, then Rome. It was 
during the cruise that it really hit me that now I was now officially ‘retired’. My other retired companions on the ship, however, 
were quite a bit older than me and I soon realised that my world 
was becoming centred around older people’s interests and 
conversations. 

I had spent almost all of my working life surrounded by younger 
people - teachers, parents and of course, children. That world 
was lively, creative, often challenging and always very busy… 
and I was missing it! So when the chance came up for me to 
return to MES Cairo, I was very happy to do so.

I had missed the ‘buzz’ as I like to call it; the smiling faces of 
the children, the professional conversations about learning, 
the decision-making and more than anything, the feeling of 
belonging to a very special school and a wonderful family.

Since returning I have not been disappointed.  Many things are 
so familiar that it’s as if I haven’t been away. Obviously there 
have been changes, as I expected, but it is reassuring to know 
that what has always made MES Cairo such a wonderful place 
to be is still as important today.  We are a learning- centred 
school where learning isn’t just about the academic but a 
whole range of skills and attributes which will help to make our 
students grow into positive, principled and successful global 
citizens.

Working alongside such a truly creative and professional team 
of teachers reminds me that I am sure to one day see all of our 
students develop those skills and attributes!

Mrs. C. Godfrey – Key Stage Two Headteacher

Spotlight on Primary Senior 
Leadership Team

Returning to MES Cairo!
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Greetings from Mrs. Glancy

Hi! I am known as Miss Maureen and also Mrs. Glancy, which creates an amusing 
mixture of responses when I say ‘Good morning’ to the children in assembly 

and they all answer! I have worked at MES Cairo from the very first year and have 
been amazed and privileged to see the way it has grown in size, quality and reputation. 
My own children have been educated here and have recently achieved their Masters 
Degrees from Bristol in the UK. They both fondly remember their school days; one 
has even decided to follow in my footsteps and train to be a teacher himself.

I have had a variety of roles since I have worked here including Primary Music 
teacher, LDD teacher, Science Coordinator, Year Team Leader and Quality Control 
before becoming Assistant Headteacher in the Primary Department. I love my job; the 
leadership team is very creative and dynamic and I can work with year groups as well 
as supporting the Year Team Leaders. I am also currently doing a reading intervention 
with a group of children in Year Four. I have recently given a series of workshops for 
parents to promote understanding of what and how we teach at school and I also 
enjoy dressing up as various characters, such as Molly Brown, to inspire the children.

Having lived in Egypt since 1981, I speak fairly fluent local Arabic and often catch the 
children out when I hear them speaking to each other in Arabic. My father was from 
Scotland so some of the Arabic sounds, that others find hard to say, are quite natural for me. He would be so proud!

I am looking forward to another exciting and fulfilling year here at MES Cairo.

Parent Workshops in the Primary Department

Once again the Primary Department has held a series of workshops for parents and we hope that 
those who attended found them useful. The feedback 

was certainly very pleasing and we thank those who came for 
their continuing support and interest in the education of their 
children.

Parents with children in Years One to Four took an active part in 
a workshop that focussed on co-operative learning strategies, 
which are being used regularly in the classrooms, as we 
realise that by teaching others, children learn much more. Mrs. 

Glancy and Miss Barbara led a co-operative jigsaw activity based on phonics. The parents were 
divided up and asked to read different information about what phonics is and how we teach phonics 
at MES Cairo, as well as looking at strategies to help with 
learning tricky words, particularly if a child is a second 
language English learner. The parents then went back to 
their groups and taught the other members what they had 
learned. Well done to you all, we heard some fabulous 
explanations! Parents left with a clearer understanding 
of what phonics is and how important the knowledge of 
sounds is to reading with fluency and understanding.

Parents in Years Five and Six looked at difficulties in 
reading comprehension and practised asking a variety of 
inference questions that would help children really think 
about what they are reading.

Mrs. Trout continued with the workshop by focussing 
on how important reading is within Maths lessons, as 
children with poorer reading skills often find it very hard to 
access and solve written problems. She also gave plenty 
of suggestions as to how parents could help with these at 
home and answered any questions that arose. 

Mrs. M. Glancy - Primary Assistant Headteacher

Primary Senior Leadership Team
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What is Outdoor Learning?
Outdoor Learning is active learning in the outdoors. In Outdoor Learning 
children learn through what they do, through what they encounter and through 
what they discover. Children learn about the outdoors, themselves and each 
other, while also learning outdoor skills. Active learning readily develops 
the learning skills of enquiry, experiment, feedback, reflection, review and 
cooperative learning. The outdoor environment offers more freedom and space 
to move, and inspires different movement from indoors. This is vital for young 
children to develop their coordination, build muscle mass and experiment 
with moving their bodies. Research 
indicates that being and playing outside 
is vital for children’s physical health 
and development, emotional wellbeing 

and promotes cognitive development and 
achievement. “The best kept classroom and the richest cupboard are 
roofed only by the sky” (Margaret McMillan).

Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS)
The EYFS states: 

“Being outdoors has a positive impact on children’s sense of well-being 
and helps all aspects of children’s development.

Being outdoors offers opportunities for doing things in different ways and 
on different scales than when indoors.’

It gives children first-hand contact with weather, seasons and the natural 
world.

Outdoor environments offer children freedom to explore, use their senses, and be physically active and 
exuberant.”

Promoting Outdoor Learning at MES Cairo
During the summer, work was carried out to facilitate Outdoor Learning in the Foundation Stage. Areas 
for learning have been created to enable the development of Outdoor Learning. The class teachers have 
been working hard to ensure that Outdoor Learning is planned effectively and well-resourced to allow for 
progression in the children’s thinking and understanding. 

Outdoor Learning happens each week.Foundation Stage One and Two have teamed up to share the time 
together. This enables the children to develop confidence, self-esteem and a sense of security, as well as 
encouraging their independence as they acquire new skills. For example; managing the transition from 
inside to outside play co-operatively, sharing resources and becoming aware of and respecting the needs 
and feelings of others.

During Outdoor Learning the children are able to access natural resources such as gardening areas, 
water and sand play. There are quieter areas for sharing books and the 
children have the opportunity to build dens and use large construction 
equipment. The children are encouraged to use their imagination and 
initiative, to socialise freely and develop their creative skills. 

Outdoor Learning is an exciting and important aspect of the Foundation 
Stage at MES Cairo. 

Ms. J. Khalil -  FS1 Orange Teacher 

Outdoor Learning in the Foundation Stage
KEY STAGE ONE NEWS
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The first Monday back after the Eid break was 
no normal Monday. At 8 am, the yard started 

filling up with brightly coloured capes, masked faces 
and different types of gadgets and body armour. It 
could only mean one thing – it was Superhero day in 
Year Three! The teachers were nowhere to be seen 
in our Pod.  Instead we had Batman, Batwoman and 
Robin, the Incredible Hulk, Flower Power Woman, 
Superwoman, Catwoman, and a pirate! 

As we followed the superhero footsteps up to the Year 
Three pod, we didn’t know what to expect. What would 
we find in our classrooms? What if we encountered 
villains along the way?  Thankfully, Supermen, 
Spidermen, Wonderwomen, Batgirls, as well as 
some brand new superheroes such as SuperMom, 
Flower Power Woman and SuperHamzah were all 
in attendance, so all the baddies were too scared to 
crash our superhero party!  We arrived in the pod to 
find it had been transformed into a superhero world 
with decorations, bunting and pictures of our favourite 
heroes. The highlight was Superman’s phone booth in 
the middle of the pod. This is a special phone booth 
which changes normal people into superheroes! 
(The rumour is that this phone booth is how Captain 
Calamity gets his powers). 

Everybody knows that superheroes put a lot of effort 
into looking good, so the first thing we needed was a 
hero fashion show!  All the heroes ‘strutted their stuff’ 
down the catwalk to a super soundtrack.  All of Year 
Three looked fabulous in their outfits and it was clear 
that the children put a lot of time into their creative 
costumes. Flower Power Woman in particular really 
enjoyed the fashion show, as she led the way with 
her super dancing! After the fashion show, a range 
of challenges were set up in each classroom and the 
superheroes moved around solving mysteries and 
foiling evil. They did fantastic work in each room as 
they faced each challenge put in front of them.

It’s a little known fact that MES Cairo actually has its 
own resident superhero. When he heard about the new 
superheroes that arrived in Year Three that Monday, 
he decided to contact them.  Year Three superheroes 
are very clever, and they quickly realized that although 
Captain Calamity is clearly very brave, strong, 
handsome and has a really cool outfit, there were a few 
aspects of being a superhero that he struggles with. 
We noticed that Captain Calamity was eating a lot of 
junk food, and this was making him fat and slow. The 
first thing we needed to do was learn about nutrition, so we could help him become a super lean, 
super healthy, super hero. Captain Calamity also wasn’t taking care of his teeth, or exercising 
properly. But luckily for him, Year Three are going to help him change his ways and become the 
ultimate hero. The villains won’t stand a chance against him!

It was a long day, with a lot of excitement. We went home, safe in the knowledge that MES Cairo is 
being protected by some of the best dressed, cleverest super kids in Cairo. At the end of the day, 
after all the other superheroes had gone home, Superman found a nice quiet place outside Mrs. 
Glancy’s room, and had a little power nap. It’s not easy being a superhero!

Ms. J. Hamilton - Year Three Teacher 

Key Stage Two News 

YEAR THREE IMPACT DAY - MES CAIRO SUPERHEROES!
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Year Four have made a fantastic start to the year!  During the first four 
weeks we studied two books. ‘Bill’s New Frock’ by Anne Fine and 

‘Tarquin the Wonder Horse’ by June Crebbin.  These books touched on literacy 
genres that we will be covering later in the year.  Through studying the books 
children covered a range of Literacy, Maths, Science, History, Geography, and 
Art skills.

To start with, Violet, Red and Blue looked at ‘Tarquin the Wonder Horse’ while 
Green, Orange and Yellow looked at ‘Bill’s New Frock’.  The teams then swapped 
over books after two weeks.  Each class used this as an opportunity to develop 
children’s relationships and try out cooperative learning strategies such as Think 
Pair Share, Shootout, Fact or Fiction, Numbered Heads and Showdown.

Tarquin the Wonder Horse
Tarquin the Wonder Horse has amazing powers. He can talk, breathe fire and 
make wishes come true. There are times, though, when his special magic only 
brings trouble! Will Tarquin ever get what his heart desires?

While reading the story of Tarquin the children learnt how to empathise with 
characters and infer from the text.  The learning wasn’t all classroom based 
and each class had the opportunity to visit the newly renovated Kitchen.  Once 
in the kitchen the children became ‘Tarquin the Scientific Wonder Horse’ and 
explored melting.  Here it allowed the children to make scientific predictions 
and create a chocolate Tarquin the Wonder Horse out of the melted chocolate.  
However Hussein El-Feki (Y4V) and Abdelrahman Mohamed (Y4B) got more 
of the chocolate Tarquin round their face than onto the paper!  Another piece of 

work the children linked with their reading of Tarquin the Wonder Horse was how to write persuasively.  In the story, Gelda orders 
Tarquin to ‘do shows’.  We decided to take on the role of Tarquin and help him persuade Gelda that he doesn’t do shows! Youssef 
Moniem (Y4V) did an amazing piece of writing and thought of lots of reasons why Tarquin should not do the shows, not least the 
fact that “Tarquin is a horse and not a performing seal!”  Linking with the 5Rs, Year Four were very reflective when thinking about 
what we might wish for if we had a chance.  Some very thoughtful and considerate wishes for themselves, their families, Egypt 
and the World were shared.  Year Four had a WONDER-ful time reading and learning about Tarquin the Wonder Horse!

Bill’s New Frock
When Bill Simpson woke up on Monday morning he found he was a girl...

Forced off to school in a frilly pink dress, Bill discovers one of the worst days in his life is about to begin.

Baffled by the way things are just different for girls, Bill falls headlong into trouble. As the amazing day drags on, Bill’s new frock 
becomes dirtier and tattier. How will it end for him - or her?

This book was a fun read and after starting to read the book, the classes enjoyed working cooperatively to learn facts about Anne 
Fine, the author of Bill’s New Frock and playing Shootout to see who had learned the most about her. It was amazing how much 
they learned in half an hour and very interesting to see how good the children were at strategically ‘shooting out’ the competition! 
The book was the centre of many heated discussions, including how girls and boys can be treated differently and who has it 
easier. Interestingly both the boys and girls in Four Green agreed that girls are naturally neater and more organised… until Seif 
Hendam and Youssef Khafagi (Y4G) suggested that if this was the case teachers should just give up and let them have messy 
books. Miss Ruth did not agree with that! One aspect of the book that interested the children was that nobody had noticed that Bill 
had changed into a girl, even though he feels terribly different. They created self-portrait collages that contrasted what they look 
like on the outside with their personal attributes and interests. 

Anne Fine is such an excellent author that we were also inspired to do lots of writing! Year Four revised their writing and presentation 
skills and produced a variety of texts including diary entries, author profiles, persuasive letters, books reviews and summaries. 
Phew, it has been a busy start to the year!

Ms. R. Tate-Campbell (Y4G) and Ms. L. Douse (Y4V)

Year Four Read More!

Melting

Creating a chocolate ‘ Tarquin’
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The Year Five concert, Planet Earth, was a huge success.  Taking place at the end of 
the first week after the Eid break, children and staff had to make the most of the 

time they could to ensure that it was a success.  In the end, a 
mixture of hard work, confident singing, clear speaking and 
a receptive audience made this a real treat for all involved.

The decision to base the concert around Planet Earth was 
made between the Music Department and Year Five staff.  It 
was seen as an excellent way for the children to begin their 
learning journey for the subsequent weeks in our new topic, 
‘What a Load of Rubbish’. ‘Each song, with accompanying 
spoken parts, was designed to get the children and, indeed, 
the audience, to think about the importance of our planet, 
the finite nature of the resources it can provide and the 
problems that human impact, coupled with naivety, can 
cause.  For example, the song, ‘Pollution Patrol,’ highlighted 
the importance of working together as a team to fix the 

ongoing issue of pollution on Planet Earth.  Also, ‘Recycle It,’ gave a clear message of 
what the children and staff in Year Five are currently thinking about.

Many thanks are due for such a successful performance.  Thank you in the first instance to the Music Department and the Band.  You 
had the children trained extremely well and as a result their singing was both clear and enjoyable to listen to.  Thank you to Mr. Clement 
and his team behind the stage.  You made the arena look wonderful and the paintings really helped to impress upon the audience the 
importance of the concert message.  Thank you to class teachers for supporting Music teachers with extra singing opportunities and, 
finally, thank you to our individual speakers:  Mariam Khalil (Y5O), Salma Amere (Y5Y), Aly Tantawy (Y5G), Yassin Zein-Elabedien 
(Y5R), Ammar Abdelwahab (Y5V) and Shuhud Dajani (Y5B).

PLANET EARTH
YEAR FIVE CONCERT 
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Students in Year Six held their breaths as they cast their votes to democratically elect the 2013/2014 House Captains at MES Cairo.

Over thirty students undertook the daunting task of preparing, writing and delivering their very own speeches.  Under the 
expert guidance of Ms. Kirby and Mrs. Godfrey, each student had only two minutes in which to sell themselves to their peers, promote their 
vision for the school and explain how the pupils would move the school forward by implementing initiatives and schemes.

In what proved to be the closest elections in MES Cairo House Captaincy history, the students listened to a diverse range of speeches.  
Rhetorical questions, impassioned pleas and even a rap made it into the excellent speeches.  

“When I knew I wanted to win the elections, I thought of a unique way to 
do this. I decided to rap!” said Aly Shakankiry (Y6R), House Captain of 
Horus.  “I knew that nobody in the school had ever rapped before to win 
the elections, so I decided to take the plunge!”

As the students anonymously cast their votes, the tension was almost 
unbearable across the whole of Year Six.  This was most evident in 
Anubis House, where there was an actual tie in the number of votes 
between two of the male candidates. 

Seifallah Gabr (Y6R), House Captain of Anubis, said “I was very anxious, 
yet very excited about the first round of elections.  As I was delivering my 
speech, I could feel the thrill of excitement rushing through my body.  But 
as I entered the class for the second round of elections, I felt much more 
confident because I was only facing one other person.”  Votes had to be 
cast again in the House of Anubis and the winner was eventually chosen 
after a second nail-biting round of House Captain elections.

The elected House Captains are:

Anubis:  Seifallah Gabr (6R) and Lara El Tobgui (6O)
Ra:  Youssef Ashmawy (6Y) and Rawan Abu El Fadl (6Y)
Thoth:  Nour El Adly (6Y) and Nour El Ezabi (6R)
Horus:  Aly El Shakankiry (6R) and Maya Raafat (6Y)

Ms. Kirby, Year Leader of Year Six at MES Cairo, said, “I am really proud 
of all the students who took part in the House Captain elections.  Even 
though we could only choose eight pupils to represent their Houses, 
those representatives are going to need support from their peers in 
carrying out all of their tasks and duties.  A huge well done to everyone 
who took part!”

Yet there is no rest for these intrepid pupils, as the House Captains 
have already met with members of the MES Cairo staff and have been 
making suggestions as to how to improve the running of the school day.  
We wish them the best of luck in their new roles.

Mr. G. Lavelle – Year Six Green Teacher

Key Stage Two News

Demonstrating Democracy in Year Six

Thoth

Ra

Horus

Anubis
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On 10th November, a group of MES Cairo 
teachers along with Primary and Secondary 

students were proud to represent MES Cairo at the 
annual Remembrance Day service at the Heliopolis 
Commonwealth War Graves Cemetery.  The service is 
an annual act of Remembrance for all soldiers who lost 
their lives fighting in wars.

We were greeted at the Cemetery by Mrs. Amal Watt, the 
wife of the British Ambassador.  Due to their excellent 
appearance and demeanour, our students were then 

requested to take responsibility for ensuring that all the guests attending the service received an 
Order of Service booklet when they arrived.  This involved meeting a number of senior dignitaries 
including the ambassadors and military representatives of a number of countries.

The cemetery itself contains the graves or commemorations of 1,742 Commonwealth casualties of 
the Second World War.  In addition to these, there are 83 war graves of other nationalities – a true 
reflection of the international nature of modern conflict.

The Remembrance Service included the poignant and emotional laying of wreaths of 
poppies, after which Egyptian military buglers played ‘The Last Post’ to mark the beginning 
of a 2-minute silence.  For some students and staff this was their first experience of this 
service, and everyone commented on what a moving yet rewarding experience it was. 
Mr. S. Allsop – Secondary History Department, British and IBDP Sections

“Many young people don’t know what this day is about but my Auntie in the UK tells me stories 
about her grandfather who was in the trenches during the Battle of the Somme in 1918, 
where many soldiers lost their lives in terrible conditions. It is really interesting to hear these 
amazing accounts of real life during the First World War and it brings History to life for me.”  
Aly Siam (G9Y)

REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICE 
November 2013

Heliopolis Commonwealth War Graves Cemetery
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There are so many enthusiastic and talented sports players in 
Key Stage Two that, this year, the Primary PE Department has 
tried to create more sports opportunities so that we can include 
as many children as possible. Instead of selecting a small team 
for the BSME Games, we have created a much larger training 
squad called ‘Team Cougar’. The squad initially includes Football, 
Netball, Athletics, Swimming and Basketball teams and we hope 
to include more sports later in the year. 

As expected, the trials for Team Cougar were very popular, with 
over 180 children in Years Five and Six competing for a spot. 
Unfortunately, with such large numbers, not all children could be 
selected and the PE teachers faced the tough task of selecting 
just 85. Well done to all the children that came to the trials.  For 
those that were not selected this time, there will be plenty more 
sports opportunities for you to be involved in later in the year. 

Children that are selected for ‘Team Cougar’ are expected 
to show not only sporting talent but exemplary behaviour, 
commitment and good sportsmanship. In return they are given 
specialist coaching from the PE teachers and will train and play 
matches against other schools in Cairo. The training has already 
begun and the matches kick off this month with a football game 
against New Cairo British International School and a Key Stage Two Swimming Gala at MES Cairo. ‘Team Cougar’ and the PE teachers are 
hoping to start the year with MES Cairo victories! 

Ms. L. Morgan - Head of Primary PE 

Primary Sportsdesk

TEAM COUGAR!

On the 16th November, MES Cairo is hosting a hugely anticipated 
swimming gala! In addition to two MES squads, teams from British 
School of Egypt, Cairo English School and NCBIS are also due to attend. 

It will be the first time our swimmers will have the opportunity to 
demonstrate their improved abilities after three weeks of intense 
swimming training. 

Pupils have already overcome huge hurdles to get to this stage with an 
incredible turnout at the Team Cougar swimming trials. In the Year Five and Six trials, more than seventy 
students competed in several closely contested races which determined whether they made the team or 
not. In Year Three and Four, the trial consisted of more than 60 pupils demonstrating their abilities in front 
crawl, breast stroke and back stroke. The swim coaches were very impressed with the stroke technique and 
dedication shown by all pupils; however this left them with some very difficult team selection decisions to be 
made. Forty children were selected for the Year Five and Six squad and 
32 children make up the Year Three and Four squad.

Over the next three weeks, children will be training for specific swimming 
gala events, with every swimming stroke included in the program. Having 
been victorious in both last year’s swimming galas held at NCBIS, the 
MES team is eager to hold onto the illustrious trophy. 

The support on the day of the gala is 
expected to be huge, with supporters 
coming from three different schools. 
Hopefully the MES team will use this 
noise to bring out their best possible 
performances. Go, Team Cougar!

Mr. J. Currie – Primary PE

MES Swimming Gala
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Spotted at 
Lunch Clubs

This academic year’s lunch clubs have started with a BANG! Hundreds of pupils 
from Year One to Year Six have been spotted attending the daily PE lunch clubs. 

Key Stage One Clubs 
On any day, as you walk through the playground at second break, you will hear 
the Year One and Two students chant ‘lunch club’, following a teacher to their PE 
lunch club destination. The lunch clubs are open to all and happen every day in 
the Multipurpose Hall Basement. We play games and have fun with all of the PE 
equipment. Children come and go as they please (normally because they are so 
worn out due to all the fun and activity) and get to experience fun new games with 
all the PE staff. All I have left to say is, ‘Have you been spotted at a lunch club?’

Key Stage Two Clubs
Our Key Stage Two lunch clubs are run in the Sports Hall and give individual year 
groups the opportunity to participate in sports against other pupils in their year 
group. Numbers have soared with reports of more than 80 pupils (that’s over half 
the year group) in the sports hall participating and competing against each other. 
Pupils in Years Five and Six are also given the opportunity to become a referee 
and helper at the lunch clubs. The referees and helpers do a great job in ensuring 
the club is fair and runs smoothly. Later in the term the second break lunch club 
will turn into an Inter-House competition where pupils represent their House and 
play against the other Houses to win the Inter-House sports trophy. Keep your eye 
out for our lunch clubs notice board outside the Sports Hall.

What’s happening NOW!

Year Activity

3 Tails

4 Rainbow Ball Basketball

5 Prison Dodge Ball

6 Bench Ball

Mr. O. Morgan - Primary PE Department

Mr. Jordan directs pupils to the lunch club

Mr. Oliver directing KS2 pupils to the Sports Hall

Year One and Two at a lunch clubSports Hall lunch club action with Year Four
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As MES Cairo students made their way back to school this year, they 
were treated to a pleasant surprise during their introductory tours of 

the Physical Education facilities. Almost magically, over the summer holiday, Mrs. 
Dajani and her team transformed what was once a lowly storage cupboard into 
what is now a bona fide Fitness Centre! 

The Centre is an air conditioned facility with rubberised flooring, mirrored walls 
and a variety of free weight equipment. Ready for use in the facility are exercise 
balls, aerobic steps, medicine balls, kettlebells, dumbbells, skipping ropes, yoga 
mats and boxercise equipment. This facility will allow our Physical Education 
classes and athletic teams to take part in a wide range of training methods that 
have previously not been possible. Teachers and coaches are confident that 
the results of the opportunities available through the Fitness Centre will include 
increased appreciation and enjoyment of an active lifestyle by our students, as well 
as improvements in health and well-being.  

Many Physical Education classes have already had a chance to work out in the 
new facility and the excitement surrounding the potential fitness gains is palpable! 
Students are being equipped with the knowledge and understanding of elements 
of fitness and training methods. They are being led through workouts and being 
encouraged to create their own. As the school year gets underway, the facility will 
also be available to students after school and at break times in order to provide 
further opportunities for fitness gains. 

Another exciting component to the Physical Education programme this academic 
year is the addition of a theory section to our Year and Grade Eleven courses. 
Students in these year groups will have classroom training on aspects of health 
and well-being that are critical to leading a healthy lifestyle and making responsible 
decisions. The theory section of the course will link into the fitness and sport 
components to offer students a comprehensive and holistic experience. Initial 
reaction from students has been overwhelmingly positive and our teachers are 
very excited at the positive impact this course will have.

Ms. L. Quarin – Head of Physical Education at MES Cairo

New Fitness Centre
for the Cougars!

Sportsdesk
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Sportsdesk

CISSA Junior Varsity Football Tournament - October 2013

In the year 1848 CE the great and the good of Association Football 
competitors and organisers gathered in Cambridge, England 

to discuss and implement ways to improve the growing popular sport.  
Those who wanted to continue hacking opponents and handling the ball 
anywhere on the field would eventually break away to form Rugby Football 
codes.  On the other hand, those who wished to develop a predominately 
foot-based game of skill put forward the idea of keeping the players closer 
together to encourage teamwork and passing skills within the midfield area 
of the pitch – the Offside Law was born. Today FIFA Law 11 – Offsides, 
is an enhancement of this early rule from the ‘Cambridge Rules’.   Those 
knowledgeable about the game understand that without it, Association 
Football, also known as soccer, descends into an uninspiring slog of brute 
force over artistic expression. Team work is demoted in favour of reliance 
on individual strength.  Defenders are restricted to solely marking, tackling 
and clearing to attackers at the other end of the pitch where opposing 
defenders do likewise. The beautiful game transforms into a beast of a 
contest. 

At MES Cairo we offer quality learning opportunities and educational 
experiences, including in sports such as football.  This can sometimes be at 
the expense of producing winning teams in the earlier days of development.  
In girls’ football, to maximize opportunities for all, students only take part 
in one age group team, usually the one they are best suited to by ability.  
This frees up places for other young players to contribute and improve.  
The Girls Junior Varsity (under-16s) Football CISSA squad had eight out 
of thirteen players still eligible for the Middle School age level including, 
amazingly, an 11 year old, Tia Saied (G7R) and a 12 year old, Fatimah 
Elharbi (G8Y).  These players had proved they were the best at this level 
in the school through their skillful passing and control, effort and teamwork.

 Unfortunately when they arrived with their captain, Salma Farouk (Y10G), 
at American International School Egypt they were informed that changes to 

A BEAST OF A GAME
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the FIFA rules would be implemented that day which had not been clarified by CISSA. 
This included the omission of Law 11 – Offsides. 

Other schools who had phenomenal individual athletes (it cannot be denied) and many 
players of 15 years of age who could out-muscle smaller, younger defenders relished 
the exception.  What transpired cannot be called Association Football and left MES 
Cairo out of a semi-final placing.  It was impossible to build moves from a defence 
that had to stay back and mark opponents in their own penalty area at all times.  Our 
finest adversaries had brought big powerful kickers to by-pass midfield completely 
and send balls to goal hanging off-side placed attackers.  In the defence, Nourhan 
Madkour (Y10R), Rana Zaki (G10G) and Nada Bostany (G10Y) had a difficult time 
coping with the constant onslaught. Salma Farouk (Y10G) and Malak Jaouda (G9Y) 
performed heroics to prevent further damage as did the ever dependable goalkeeper, 
Laura Sakran (Y10R).  By the time of the final and deciding group game, MES Cairo 
were forced to deploy the same tactics as teams with less vision and Khadiga Wegdan 
(G9B) managed to score the team’s only goal of the tournament – through her own 
physical prowess.  

Despite this, two more ‘off-side’ goals were conceded and a semi-final place was 
extinguished.  In unforgiving times heroes are made and Mariam Gabalawy (Y9G) 
continued her inspirational courage from the Middle School team 2012-13 now as Vice-
captain at JV level.  Zeina Monib (G9B) and Rosan Saber (G9Y) made telling contributions and things improved significantly when 
Fatimah Elharbi (G8Y) awoke her splendid array of skills in the afternoon playoff, which was approached with a view to extend the 
experience of the reserve players who had been patient substitutes so far, including Hana Mattar (G9Y).  

Tia Saied (G7R), fresh from Primary, who had never even played at Middle School level proved to be outstanding on her debut 
and deserves her Player of the Tournament accolade.  She epitomizes the type of player MES Cairo want to develop – passionate 
and skilled.  As an already accomplished natural attacking midfielder she is well trained and well versed in Law 11.  The message 
to CISSA is clear - if a rule has been around for 165 years and an eleven year old understands its importance, let’s have it 
implemented so the game can be played as it should be – beautifully! 

Thank you to co-coach Kevin Campbell.

Mr. S. Perry - Girls JV Football Coach
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On Friday 25th October the MES Cairo Junior Varsity football teams 
took part in the CISSA tournament hosted at ISC-C in New 

Cairo. Pitched in a very challenging group against AISE, El Alsson and 
Choueifat schools, the squad of sixteen footballers tried hard to develop 
a fluid style of football that enabled them to capitalise on the many 
chances created in the first two games. 

Of particular note where performances by Youssef Helmy  (Y10G), Abdel 
Rahman Hamdoun (Y11Y), and Mohamed Zenouky (Y10B). Youssef 
displayed excellent fitness to fulfill the important role of defensive 
midfielder. Mohamed Zenouki was determined in midfield and battled 
to feed through to the strikers. Abdel Rahman never gave up in defense 
and was a model of strength for the younger players. Abdullah Kilaney 
led well as Captain and at the end of the tournament all agreed that 
more fitness training was needed to be more competitive in the field.

Mr. D. El-Hoss, Mr. S. Morris and Mr. B. El Kahki – Football 
Coaches

CISSA Tournament 
October 25 2013

JV Boys Football
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There were just twenty-five minutes left until a place in the final.  It was the start 
of the half-time period of the semi-final game of this Cairo tournament – the 

only full 11 aside competition for female footballers this year. The team’s players lay forlorn 
and exhausted on the rough cut grass.  Expressions of pain and anguish contorted faces 
directed towards the two coaches’ pleas for more effort.  Amoung them Randa Khalil (G10R) 
could recall only two games previously, that very morning, the going had been so much 
easier in the convincing victory over the host team, Choueifat Kattameya. 

Focused, energetic and ruthless, Randa had arrived on the football scene after three years 
of anonymity. A superb sportswoman with exquisite passing skills, she managed to position 
herself favourably on the end of a first half cross to execute an opportunistic strike.  In 
the second half, the more established and familiar Bana Al Bitar (G12G) had cemented the 
rout with two trademark goals herself. The first, a stupendous free kick was followed by a 
free strike from an impressive range.  The responsibilities of a Varsity captaincy had not 
diminished her innate ability and prowess. She led her team in celebration.  The only sour 
point of the game had been a caution to Mariam Wahsh (G11G) for a foul bordering her goal’s 
penalty area. Advancing from Junior Varsity level 2012, Mariam had predictably impressed 
in practices with her timing and strength.  The federation official had brandished a yellow 
coloured card but it could just have well been the Ace of Spades for all the misfortune it 
brought Mariam for the rest of the day. However, with a 3-0 victory the outlook had remained 
fortuitous for the team.   

Twenty-three minutes remained of the semi-final and enough of the break to enable cold 
refreshing gulps of water to counter dehydration.  Nour Mashhour (Y11R) could only glance 
across the empty field at her team mates as tears welled in her eyes.  So far from her 
peers, she lay immobile clutching her leg muscles as the searing agony repeated its cycle of 
torment.  Cramp had claimed her as its latest victim, though the greatest wound was to her 
pride after being struck down in her prime.  The vivid memory of her performance in the last 
group game brought a lump to her throat.

Following an unlucky concession to British International School Cairo (BISC) Nour had 
led the counter-attack linking superbly with the returning Nouran Jaouda (G11B), who had 
been rested in the previous game. Nour’s was a fundamental contribution given the injury to 
play-maker and captain, Bana.  Like a magician 
conjuring tricks she led her opposing defender 
a merry dance. Feinting left then right, slipping 
the ball past her hapless foe repeatedly, she 
furnished the equalizer.  

Behind her at right-back Mahira Ahmed (G11Y) 
had proven just as competent defensively, 
ensuring any further breeches were minimized 

25 Minutes To Go

CISSA Girls Varsity 
Football - November 2013
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for a 1-1 result and a top place in the 
group for MES Cairo. 

The half-time clock continued ticking 
down, but Merna Youssef’s (DP11R) star 
was rising. She gazed proudly at the goal 
mouth where she had given her team 
hope with a scrambled goal in the dying 
moments of the first half.  

El-Alsson had always proven to be 
formidably uncanny opponents to MES 
Cairo and this semi-final had commenced 
as no exception, especially with Bana 
hobbling in limited space and having a 
minimum impact. Salma Amer (DP11R) 
would be busy in goal but there was still 

plenty of quality in other positions too. When Nour Mashhour limped off on the right, Merna’s 
arrival on the opposite side could not have been more welcome. Her left-footedness proved 
very effective as she collided with the ball at the back post to re-direct it into the net. Despite a 
tough opening encounter it was her team that was leading when the whistle blew for the break.  
However, trudging to the bench the experienced Vice-captain, Laila Farouk, (DP12R) knew 
only too well how precarious a 1-0 lead could be, especially with the exhaustion overwhelming 
several key players.    

At precisely twenty-minutes of the allocated time for the semi –final remaining, the referee’s 
whistle blew to indicate a return to play for the two teams.  Nardeen Massoud (G11G), calm and 
composed, prepared herself for the final onslaught. Her positional awareness, high fitness levels 
and precision timing could neutralize any opponent.  Improving even more on her performances 
last year Nardeen had become a left-back with sophisticated ball skills that can commence 
counter-attacks with accurate distribution too. Nardeen was a complete player in every aspect 
of her position.  Leading by a single goal, her team had the advantage and was on course for 
its first final of the season.  Everyone’s predictions were coming true.  All she needed was total 
commitment from all her team mates too.  What could possibly go wrong in such a short space 
of time? After all, there were now only twenty minutes to go…….

At zero minutes to go, the final whistle sounded and the shocking semi-final result stood. 

MES Cairo 1 - El Alsson 2.  

The brightness of the morning had transformed to an ugly darkness for a team with so much 
potential.  The third-place play-off game yielded opportunities to substitutes to try and prove 
they may be more valuable in future tournaments;  Haidi El Kouly (G12B), Laila Kouta (G10B), 
Meriam George (G11V), Farida Halwagy (G12B) and Mariam Helmy (G12R).  Coaches and 
players were left to reflect how the hopes and dreams of a championship in the most important 
tournament of the season had been dashed.  It had all seemed so unlikely with just twenty-five 
minutes to go.

Mr. S. Perry - Girls Football Coach 
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In November, MES Cairo sent a team to participate for the first time 
in the 2013 ISAC Junior Varsity Academic Games Tournament 

being hosted by Schutz American School in Alexandria. The team was 
Aya  Mohamed (Y9R) Zaher Nour El Dien (Y9R), Amina  El Ghazali 
(Y9G), Malak Maurice (Y11R) and Youssef Gaafar (Y11B) with Mrs. 
Jennifer Cole from the Secondary Learning Development Department 
as coach. Whilst in Alexandria, our team and coach were hosted by 
Schutz families and made to feel very welcome.

The games were compiled of seven challenging Olympiads - Quiz 
Bowl, Current Events, Spelling Bee, Mathematics, Geography Bee, 

Fine Arts and Music plus Science and Engineering. Four schools from across Egypt competed; Schutz American School, American 
International School East, MES Cairo and NCBIS. For MES Cairo, this was a new event and students were competing against 
seasoned competitors. Coaches from all the schools were involved 
in developing the different Olympiads and acted as timers and 
readers in the Quiz Bowl heats as well as being there to support, 
motivate and encourage their teams. 

Two intense days of stiff competition with some of Egypt’s greatest 
young minds created an electric atmosphere as each team went 
all out to win. There was much fun, laughter and comradeship, 
but also hard work, deep concentration and solid determination 
throughout the tournament.

Spelling out Success for MES Cairo!
For spelling, all twenty three students across the teams competed 
in initial rounds with complex vocabulary including words such 
as ‘blasphemous’ and ‘fiefdom’. At the end of day one, we were 
delighted to discover that Malak Maurice (Y11R) from MES Cairo, 
had made it to the final ten and was invited on stage. Overlooking 
her peers sitting in the audience, she kept her nerves in tact as she 
was asked to spell several words as competitors around her were 
knocked out. We could hardly watch as she made it to the final four, 
then three, then two…Her final word was w-i-n-c-e! We cheered 
as she was pronounced winner; she had won a medal and was 
Spelling Bee Champion! Malak told us, “Before they announced 
who was selected to participate, I never thought I would make it 
when there were so many other smart bright people! That’s what 
made winning feel so good!” 

Current Events Olympiad!
More success followed…the team gained second place in the 
Current Events Olympiad thanks to Amina’s impressive recollection 
of international news stories from the past thirty days; covering 
Science, Environment, Entertainment, Sport and World News. In 
the Geography Bee, we had two students from MES Cairo selected 
for the final ten. Youssef and Aya took to the stage with pride. Not 
only was Aya the only female to make the final, she secured third 
place overall in the Geography Olympiad after correctly answering 
questions about the USSR and Kuwait! In the Mathematics 
Olympiad, Youssef Gaafar (Y11B) came third overall after he spent 
forty five minutes in intense concentration calculating the answers 
to a range of difficult mathematical challenges covering a wide 
range of topics.

2013 ISAC Junior Varsity Academic 
Games Tournament in Alexandria
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The Quiz Bowl was incredibly challenging. Round after 
round of intense fifteen minute bursts of up to sixty questions 
on a wide range of topics varying from mathematical word 
problems to botany with fingers on the buzzers provided the 
greatest obstacle for our team overall. We soon learnt that 
knowing the answer was not enough; there was a range of 
complex strategies also involved. Youssef reflected that he 
learnt that, “We have to work as a team in order to reach 
our goal.” Aya shared, “I most enjoyed the Quiz Bowl as it 
was a very good competition and it had lots of excitement 
and every team was very keen to win and competitive.”

At the end of two days of competition, all the teams 
participated in a fun and friendly X-Box Dance Off 
Challenge which had everyone dancing together, laughing 
and relaxing after such intense but good hearted rivalry! 

For all the MES Cairo team, it was their first experience of leaving home and being hosted by a family that they did not previously 
know and new friendships were made. For Amina El Ghazali (Y9G), this was the best part of the Academic Games. She explained 
that, “Knowing new people from new schools and having a completely new experience by staying with a host family in a new city 
was a great opportunity”.

As a coach, I was extremely proud of my team. They gave every challenge 
100% effort and throughout the competition they demonstrated excellent 
sportsmanship, good humour and leadership skills. They supported and 
encouraged each other throughout the competition and demonstrated excellent 
listening skills even though under pressure! Watching their confidence grow, 

both as a team and as individuals, was incredibly 
rewarding. When I asked Aya about what she 
had learnt from the experience, she explained, “If 
you work hard as a team you will win and there is 
always next time to enhance. Even if you are the 
best, you can always improve and should never 
give up and always have faith in yourself.” In my 
opinion, the wisdom that they gleaned from their 
experience is why every member of the MES 
Cairo team left the competition as a winner!

Mrs. J. Cole - Secondary Learning Development Department Coordinator, British Section
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Dr. George Zaher – MES Cairo Parent
…tells us about when he was a 
student of Mrs. Dajani and Mr. 
Godfrey at the Gulf English School 
Kuwait

A Blast From the Past!

Looking back at the images of those school days makes me want to go back! We enjoyed so 
many activities at the Gulf English School, Kuwait. We were all one big happy family, sharing 
creativity, knowledge and success. 

Our new campus in Rumaitheyia was a huge 
one with many different facilities including  
huge playgrounds, sports fields and an 
Olympic swimming centre.
Academically, GES established in its students 
different ways of thinking and a critical, 
analytical and scientific approach which 
helped us a lot in our careers later on. Our 
graduation day was a very special day where 
we had the chance to meet the famous 
Kuwaiti poet, Her Highness Sheikha Soad 
El-Sobah.

Danny is proud of Dad's strong connections with MES Cairo
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Dr. George Zaher created the first school 
Newsletter as part of his IT project at school. 
We consider this Newsletter to be the parent 
of the MESsenger!

The Gulf English School, Kuwait, was 
a member of Life-Link (a global youth 
programme run by the United Nations) 
and we participated in I.D.E.A.S. Day 
(International Day Of Enviromental Action and 
Service) which was held in Sarajevo in 1997. 
I was honoured to represent our school, along 
with some of my peers.  Our school sent a 
statement to support the youth of Bosnia.  We 
felt a bond with them as we had experienced 
similar traumas with the occupation and 
liberation of Kuwait, especially my colleague 
Nada Al-Raqom whose father was a POW in 
Iraq.

Mr. Godfrey remembers Dr. George as a school boy

Dr. George and Danny with Ms. Broderick, Danny's 
class teacher

Dr. George and Danny with Miss Mella

Dad was in Green class at GES - a great story for the 
MES Cairo Friend Ship!
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Ms. E. Vallarino (Secondary English Department) writes 
about an amazing experience that a group of our teachers 
recently enjoyed. They took a ‘rockhopping’ walk home 
through the Wadi, all the way from MES Cairo to Maadi …

I stare out of the window, mesmerised by the desert’s seemingly 
endless expanse. I can’t believe we’re only twenty minutes from 
school, I thought. Sunlight filters through the lingering sand cloud 
kicked up by the MES Cairo bus. We bounce over gritty, hard packed 
sand. 

“How is this side of the wadi different from the Maadi side?” Mr. 
Fearne asks, interrupting my thoughts.

I turn my head. “It’s cool, mountainous.” I shrug.

Ms. Lauren giggles. “Mountainous?”

Mr. Jordan laughs, sunlight glitters off of his turquoise Ray Bans. I 
try to imagine mountains in Cairo like Hawaii’s Ko’olau range—sheer 
volcanic cliffs plunging straight into the sea—or even the snow-
capped rugged alps that frame Italy’s Lake Como. I shake my head 
and chuckle.

“Okay, okay,” I uncap my water bottle, careful not to let the water 
spill. “Maybe not mountainous… but you will have to do some rock 
hopping.” The liquid cools my dry throat.

“Rockhopping?!” 

More giggles. 

I thought back to a couple weeks ago, at home in Hawaii, hiking 
halfway down a 2,000 meter cliff on Kauai’s north shore. I had 
desperately clung onto rocky outcrops, hoisting all of my weight 
against the side of the cliff… now that was rock hopping…

MES Cairo Adventures

Faster Than the Ring Road!
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“Okay, okay, maybe not rockhopping,” I protested. “But—“ 

“So it’s really twelve kilometers to Maadi?” Ms. Maria interrupts, her 
purple shirt peeks out between the cracks in the seats. 

“It should take about two hours if we’re quick!” Ms. Q replies, her loud 
voice sounding like she’s about to assemble us for a PE class. I look 
down at my watch. 3:50. 

My eyes scan the various beiges and browns lining the horizon 
through the haze. I try to imagine the giant trucks and the black 
exhaust and the cacophonous honking on the Ring Road here in the 
desert, but it all feels so far away. 

The bus jerks and jolts to a stop.

“Woo hoo!” I grab my backpack, and follow Mr. O’Hara off the bus. 
Tiny puffs of dust rise up after each footstep. 

“Shukran!” I call to the driver.

A warm breeze sweeps across the top of the plateau. We trudge 
across the desolate plain, erosion lines snake and twist through the 
layers of rock. My eyes scan the blank horizon. No buildings, no 
people, no cars, nothing.

“Hey guys, check out this view,” Mr. Ollie says, the sides of his blue 
Adidas shorts flapping in the warm wind.

“Brilliant!” Ms. Laura says. Her solid footsteps pierce the hard ground 
and I watch her adjust the straps on her red backpack. Her blond 
ponytail dances beneath her white baseball hat. “Ms. V, did you bring 
the MESsenger for a picture?” she kids me. 

I smile. “Next time!”

We gaze down at the valley floor fifty meters below, the sun rays 
strain through the hazy Cairo sky. The Wadi floor looks miniature 
from here. Maadi is a two hour walk away. A straight shot through the 
bottom of the ravine.

“Let’s do this!” Ms. Claire yells, the wind quickly carrying her voice 
across the plain. Rock crunches beneath quickening footsteps.

I’m careful not to slip on the loose rocks as we hike down the steep 
hillside.

“See!” I shout. “Mountainous!”

I hear giggles. 

The slippery sand turns into giant boulders and I use both hands 
to support my weight as I slowly hoist myself down the maze of 
enormous, smooth rock.

In front of me, I see Mr. Fearne in the canyon’s tall shadows as he 
traipses through the limestone path.

I look up, above the towering stone. The dusty haze is gone. A deep 
blue sky radiates against the smooth walls. How are we still in Cairo, 
I wonder. The silence is incredible.

Ms. Q motions for me to hurry. “Let’s go! We have to make to Maadi 
before its gets dark!” I quicken my step and scramble through the 
shadows, over the smooth rock, to the wadi floor.

I feel the warm sunlight on my face. 

Ms. Claire, Mr. Fearne, Ms. Lauren and Mr. Jordan are already off. 
Receding dots in the distance, the wadi’s crevice and the shadows 
soon swallow them up.

We walk in silence. 
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By Hamzah Abdel-Majid (Y10B)

This summer was packed full of adventure, hard work and moments I will cherish forever. This wasn’t a trip of relaxation; my 
summer camp adventure was based on Community Service. It was also a Science expedition trip full of adventure, where we 
helped the locals and learned about the spectacular wildlife and history of the Galapagos, the Amazon and the Andes. 

I travelled with fifteen other campers and three adult supervisors.  On the first day we went to Quito to visit sites and learn about its 
history. We also played games so we could get to know each other better.  On the next day we flew to the Galapagos, and when 
we arrived probably every single person (including the supervisors) said ‘I can’t believe I’m here right now’. 

The next few days we sailed to most of the islands and we saw remarkable animals that don’t exist anywhere in the world but 
the Galapagos, like the Blue Footed Booby, the Marine Iguana, Penguins, Sea Lions, Pink Salt Flamingo and the Giant Tortoise. 
We went snorkeling and believe it or not I swam with sharks! We hiked the volcanoes and saw dry lava millions of years old.  We 
also were fortunate to be able to visit a huge part of the Galapagos set as a preserved national park – a park that people are 
only allowed to visit when a pre-approved license from government is obtained. It was an amazing experience and I felt so lucky 
for being there as we enjoyed and learned about the beauty of the Galapagos and why it’s crucial that we preserve the stunning 
Islands.  When we were coming back to Santa Cruz island from the island of Isabella, we crossed the equator and went from the 
Northern to the Southern hemisphere.

This was followed by three days of Community Service.  We were split into three teams. The first team was to make and put out 
hornet traps, the second team was to sweep the trail and the 
third team was to go down to the beach and start the clean up.  
We managed a beach and a 3.5km pathway cleanup.   It was 
a long hard day that we ended with an hour’s swim in the cold 
ocean.

The second day ‘s job would take us a full 10-12 hours; we re-
painted a whole school. Before we painted the walls we had to 
sand each wall with sandpaper. It took us about three hours to 
sand the whole school and the rest painting, but we had breaks 
in between and we played football and other games with the 
children from the school.  When the day ended, we were all 
exhausted and covered in paint. It felt good seeing the work we 
did and the school looked brand new.

The third day of community service was on a tree planting 

MES Cairo Adventures

The Amazon, The Galapagos and The Andes - 
All in One Great Adventure!
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preserve. The first task was to fill small 
rubbish bags with soil. After that we 
had to pick out small plants that were 
growing in a bucket and give these to 
our partners who would plant them. We 
ended up planting 1800 trees.

After nine days in Galapagos, we flew 
to a city called Coco on the banks of the 
Amazon river, where we met a great 
character named Hector.  Hector owns 
a monkey reserve island where he 
buys monkeys from the Black Market 
to save them and sets them free on his 
island to help preserve many species 
of monkeys. We took a bus and a 
canoe to reach our hotel, which was in 

the middle of the rainforest. Hector took 
us to a school where we had to build a greenhouse for local children to plant their own food, in order to self-sustain. This was 
probably the hardest I’ve worked in my entire life but I enjoyed it. All the pain and sweat was worth it, as it helped to feed children 
in need. 

We also went to a biological reserve called Limoncocha. Huge lilies were multiplying massively in the river pathways, so much that 
they took the oxygen away from the water and the locals couldn’t get to their community by boat because the plants were blocking 
the way.  For the following two days we were in the middle of the river pathways in large canoes picking up thousands of lilies from 
the water.  It was just such an amazing experience seeing all the different kinds of spiders, insects, frogs and fish (piranhas too!) 
on and around the lilies.  We saw plant life and types of monkeys that we had never heard of!  

Before leaving, Hector introduced us to an important mineral and vitamin food source that they eat there.  Can you guess?  It was 
‘scrub’ (fat caterpillars).  He brought us scrubs that were still alive and ones that were barbecued.  We had to take part in the full 
experience and eat them.  I don’t remember if I chewed or just swallowed it whole.  Everybody ate one and luckily nobody gagged 
or threw up.

There were only a few days left when we arrived at the Andes Mountains. We were 13,000 ft. (approx. 4000meters) above sea 
level and we couldn’t even go up one flight of stairs due to low oxygen levels. This hotel was an eco-lodge that didn’t serve meat 
… even the toilet system had no water flush and it used a special system that used toilet waste to make fertilizer.  

On the hike we bought Lama sweaters and gloves, because it was so cold. We hiked over an active volcano and then downhill. 
After we finished all community service we were given a treat, the councilors gave us all horses and we raced to the top of the 
Andes Mountains (Ecuador’s part). We went through the clouds with the horses, we were all having so much fun and we couldn’t 
believe the trip was already almost over.  

On the last day, we had to take a four-hour bus ride back to Quito, which felt like a minute. On our way back we stopped at a huge 
market (like Khan al-Khalili) where everyone bought 
different kinds of souvenirs like necklaces, spices and 
foods for home. Some of us, including me, even tried 
Guinea Pigs barbecued from food vendors on the 
street! It tasted like a mixture of fish and chicken. 

Overall, there are so many things I learnt on this trip. I 
learned from those kids in both schools and from the 
local people that I should enjoy life more. The children 
in the schools were having more fun than I had ever 
had, just by playing soccer.  You truly do not need 
material things in this life to be happy and that is the 
most important thing to understand.  This does not 
mean that you should not strive to reach your potential 
or challenge yourself to grow in different ways.  Just 
value life with all it has to offer and give back what you 
can to the people that need and deserve it.  This was 
a truly unforgettable experience in a beautiful place. 
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Farida Karawia (DP11R) tells us all about her experiences as a professional dancer with the Cairo Ballet Company. MES Cairo IB 
students are known to be glowing all-rounders with the ability to balance rigorous academic studies with extra-curricular pursuits. Farida is a 
perfect example of an IBDP all-rounder, showing that commitment and dedication will always get you far.

Ballet is a wonderful experience, which I believe every person who is into dancing should try. Once you start ballet, you can never stop, which 
is what happened to me. I started ballet when I was five. I went once with my mother’s cousin, who had been doing ballet at the time for about 

twelve years, to see her at practice and after that I decided that I wanted to do 
ballet. When I started, we were just two girls then and we became best friends. 
We danced a whole year in a private studio and then our teacher took us both 
to complete our ballet at the Cairo Opera House. There I met the most amazing 
people. It does not matter what age you are, you will still make friends there. We 
are all friends of different ages. 

Every year we have a ballet recital, which would normally take place at the 
beginning of summer. I did my first ballet recital when I was six. I do not remember 
being on stage, but I do remember the dances that I did.  We normally start 
training for the ballet recital in January. Starting from April, everything becomes 
very stressful with exams and the ballet teacher yelling at us because she wants 
everyone to look perfect on stage.  We all just feel tired every day, wondering 
when we are going to get a break. Still, after all the stress and pain, we all 
just feel miserable when we finish the ballet recital because the experience 
becomes part of our daily lives, so we feel like something is missing, but then a 
new year comes and we can’t wait to start the experience all over again!

The first ballet recital I did had four different dancing acts. The first act was 
traditional ballet. The second and third were different kinds of contemporary 
dance. The last one involved different dance styles put together because it is the 
closing dance, which we call The Finale and we do one at every ballet recital, 
but with different moves and dancing styles. Normally every year we would have 
the same amount of acts, but two years ago we narrowed it down to only two 
acts, traditional ballet and The Finale.

The day of the recital, we all get very excited and we feel anxious. Many of us 
worry that we might fall on stage or that we might forget the moves, but once 
we get on stage all the fear just goes way. The feeling of being on stage is just 
indescribable. Once I start dancing on stage, I feel so alive and all my worries 
just go away. Also, being there on stage with my friends that I know will always 
be there for me makes me feel very comfortable. Many times people ask me 
to do a ballet dance for them, but I just say I cannot do it without my team of 
dancers. 

I cannot imagine what my life would have been like without ballet. It plays a huge 
role in my life and it always will. I will always remember my ballet experiences 
and I will always remain close to my friends from the ballet world. 

Farida Karawia (DP11R)

Brilliant Ballet!
MES Cairo Achievers
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What a phantastic evening! As our youngest members of 
Secondary arrived, it was clear that they had put a lot of 
effort into the costumes and their enthusiasm continued 
throughout the evening. There were phantoms, ghosts 
(even one with an axe in the head!), an incredible variety 
of witches in all colours and with many hats, scary 
monster masks, chains, scary make up, sparkly dresses, 
cloaks and wigs. It was a treat to see 
the variety of Halloween creatures!

If the youngsters joined in with gusto, 
the same can be said for our wonderful 
seniors who planned and organised it 
all with such efficiency, practicality 
and in a true spirit of cooperation. 
As well as having fun putting it all in 
place, they worked together superbly 
and with great thought and care: the 
decorations gave the MPH a spooky 
atmosphere (I particularly liked the 
disembodied hands coming out 
of the walls!); there were copious 
amounts of food and drinks for all 
the ‘creatures’ (including a spider 
filled punch). Most importantly, their 
aim was to make it a lot of fun for the 
younger ones. From the scare on the 
stair (accompanied by blood curdling 
screams!), to leading the dances, to taking personalised 
photos and finally to giving prizes for the best costumes, 
the seniors really worked hard to make it an enjoyable 
evening. They demonstrated many qualities from our 
graduate profile: they related well to others; they problem 
solved and led by example and they certainly made a 
difference to our younger students! Additionally, all those 
involved as teachers are very proud and impressed with 
the excellence and quality of their commitment. 

A big thank you to all those who chaperoned and helped set up on the night 
(especially to Ms. Downy in the cumbersome clown costume and huge 
shoes!) Special thanks too for our amazing DJ, Mr. Scott Allsop, who had 

everyone dancing from start to finish. On a personal note, I loved ‘The Monster Mash’ which was played 
twice! Many thanks also to Ms. Ghada Dajani, who contributed ideas and organisation, and to Mr. Clement 
and his team who worked behind the scenes to make it all happen. 

Ms T. Sliney – Secondary English Department, British Section

Happy Hijinks at the 
Halloween Social!
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MESmerised
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MESmerised

MESsenger Team: Ms. S. Sheehan, Ms. G. Dajani, Mr. G. Lavelle, Mrs. J. 
Cole, Ms. N. Bancroft, Mr. S. Rayner, Mr. J. Todd, Ms. H. Amgad, Ms. O. 
Mawla, Ms. R. Sharkawi, Ms. V. Mounir.

MESsegner Club contributors: Aisha Morsy (Y8R), Arwa Kheir (Y7B), 
Farah Kabesh (Y7R), Halla El Okda (G7G), Joumana Barbakh (Y7B), 
Laila Diab (Y8Y), Mariam Ramadan (Y7R), Mawada Ghanem (Y8R), 
Miriam Aziz (G7G), Malak Maurice (Y11R), Solange Henawi (Y11B)

Thanks to Mr. D. McKowski and the Grade 12 Photography Class.

With special thanks to Mr. Elham Tadros at Glow Printing.
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Modern English School Cairo is a learning community 
which provides a high quality education for children 
from Foundation Stage One to university entrance level, 
serving the needs of Egyptian and international families 
in Cairo. Our broad education is based upon the British 
Curriculum in Primary. In Secondary, we offer a choice 
between a British Curriculum, an American Curriculum 
and the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme. 
Arabic and Religious Studies are taught throughout the 
school. 

Our Mission 

Leadership through Education: Caring, Challenging, 
Inspiring

We believe in:

• recognising the value of each individual and his/her 
relationship with others;

• promoting international understanding and 
responsible citizenship in a multicultural context, 
reflecting the best of Arab, Western and other world 
cultures;

• providing a supportive, inspiring environment which 
encourages learners to aim high and achieve their 
aspirations;

• creating opportunities for all to develop confidence, 
responsibility and integrity.

New Cairo, South of Police Academy
Tel: (202) 2618-9600
Fax: (202) 2617 0020

Website: www.mescairo.com
E-mail: mescairo@mescairo.com

Mailing address: P.O.Box 5, New Cairo, 
Tagamoa Khamis, 11835, Cairo, Egypt

IBO World School
*

CIE Fellowship Centre Status
*

DfE - Department for Education (UK) 
Number 7036316

*
Member of British Schools in the Middle 

East (BSME)
*

Associate Member of European Council 
of International Schools (ECIS)

*
Council of International Schools (CIS)

*
Fully accredited by Middle States 
Association (MSA) Commission on 
Elementary and Secondary Schools

*
Fully accredited as an International 

School by Ministry of Education, Egypt
*

Member Near East South Asia (NESA) 
Council of Overseas Schools

*
NCA Accredited - AdvancED

*
ICT Mark (UK 2010)
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